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P r o l e t a r i a n
WHAT DISTINGUISHES OUR PARTY: The political continuity which goes from Marx and Engels to Lenin, to the foundation of the Communist International and
the Communist Party of Italy; the class struggle of the Communist Left against the degeneration of the International, the struggle against the theory of socialism
in one country and the Stalinist counter-revolution; the rejection of all popular fronts and national resistance blocs; the struggle against the principles and practice
of bourgeois democracy, against interclassism and political and trade-union class collaboration, against any form of opportunism and nationalism; the difficult
task of restoring the Marxist doctrine and the revolutionary organ par excellence - the class party, closely linked with the working class and its daily struggle
in opposition to capitalism and bourgeois oppression; the struggle against personal and electoral politics, against any form of indifferentism, of tailism, of
movementism or the adventurist practice of armed struggle ; the support of any proletarian struggle which breaks with social peace and rejects the discipline of
interclassist collaborationism; the support of all efforts towards proletarian class reorganisation on the basis economic associationism, with the perspective
of a large scale resumption of the class struggle, proletarian international ism and the revolutionary anticapital ist struggle.

Party and Class
This article by Amadeo Bordiga

was published in the theoretical organ
of the Communist Party of Italy. It was
directed against two dialectically lin-
ked and symmetrical mistakes existing
in the international communist move-
ment: semi-legalitary passivity and
frantic activism. In the first case, the
party’s rigorous programmatic and
organizational demarcation was sacri-
fied to the aspiration - which by itself is
of course perfectly legitimate - of enlar-
ging and extending the party’s influen-
ce in the masses. The numerical in-
crease of the political organ became to
be considered in itself the criterion for
judging the efficiency and the correc-
tness of its political orientation. In the
second case, the shift of the party’s

action, combined with manoeuvres or
rapprochement with the rotten wings
of the working class movement on the
parliamentary and union level, to the
offensive at any cost - led to an
offensive action that was unprepared
and consequently disorganizing, and
that was not proportional to the real
balance of power.

This text denies the legend of the
«Communist Italian Left»being allege-
dly closed into sectarianism and indif-
ference towards the vital problem of
conquering an increasing influence on
that class the party is called upon to
lead during the revolution and during
the revolutionary preparation.

THE MISSION OF THE UN BLUE HELMETS IS PURELY IMPERIALIST

NO TROOPS TO LEBANON !
Proletarians!
Israel’s war in Lebanon has several

aspects: some concern its own territori-
al interests, others concern the policy
of American imperialism in the Middle
East of which it is the fundamental in-
strument, finally others are related to
«the instability» of Lebanon and to the
resistance of the Palestinian populations
which have been unable to emancipate
themselves from the national oppres-
sion to which they were subjected ini-
tially by British colonialism, then by Zi-
onism.

Because of its oil resources, of its
strategic position as well as the reper-
cussions that in Europe the political
and religious movements which exist
there can have, the Middle East repre-
sents an irresistible objective for the
imperialists countries, starting with the
United States, and a permanent reason
for conflict between the great powers
which dominate the planet, as between

the local bourgeoisies.
ThealwaysextremePalestinianques-

tion, the instability of Lebanon, the fun-
damental weakness of States like Jordan
or the Emirates, the collapse of an Iraq
torn by interior and external wars ofdivi-
sion, theimperialistaimsofIranwhichfan
the embers of nationalist terrorism (Ha-
mas) or religious terrorism (Hezbollah),
theturbid playofEgypt,ofSyria,ofSaudi
Arabia on the Mid-Eastern chess-board
madeup ofcountriesveryoftenartificial-
ly constituted by the imperialist powers
— without of course forgetting the ac-
tions of the Israeli State implanted the
region to serve imperialist interests in
general and in particular those of Amer-
ican imperialism, and various countries,
allofwhichformaninextricableentangle-
ment of local, regional and global inter-
estswhosecapitalismspermanentlyneed
economicalliancesandpolitical confron-
tations (and vice versa) to save their rates
of profit.

Comrades!
Theriversofbloodwhichthepopula-

tionsoftheMiddleEasthavepouredout
foroveracentury are increasingly and
intheoverwhelmingmajoritytheblood
ofproletariansandtheproletarianized
masses.

In this region of martyrdom where to
wage exploitation is added national and
economic oppression and the devasta-
tions of war, the capitalism of all the
countries accumulates its profitsbysuck-
ing the sweat and blood out of the prole-
tarians of all nationalities. In this area
where peace is only one small or large
interval between two wars, where the
imperialist appetitesof theUnited States,
of France, of Great Britain, of Italy and
other countries which take part in the
alleged «missions of peace», in this area
collide, theLebanese,Palestinian, Jorda-
nian or Syrian, Iranian, Iraqi or Israeli
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In addition to the articles on the war in Lebanon, articles
and leaflets published in connection with the attacks in
London and of hurricane Katrina in New Orleans, a large
portion of this second issue of «Proletarian» is devoted to
our interventions in the struggles in France in the autumn of
2005, (revolt of the «banlieues») and in the spring of 2006,
(struggles against the First Employment Contract [CPE]
aimed against young workers).

These fights show the aggravation of social tensions in
the major capitalist countries and, as with the Latino move-
ment in the United States, they announce a renewal of the
class struggle. But they also demonstrate the indispensable
requirement for the organization of the class, the need for the
revolutionary party, so that workers in struggle are not

betrayed by reformist and class collaborationist organiza-
tions. This is why we work towards the reconstitution of the
essential organ for the emancipation of the proletariat which
is the class party, internationalist and international. This
reconstitution is not possible other than on the basis of
invariant and authentic Marxism which only our current has
defended after the devastations of the stalinist counter-
revolution.

It thus requires an intransigent political and programma-
tic struggle against all the deviations sown in the labour
movement by the thousands of forms of opportunism, not
only democratic, legalist, traditional pacifist reformism, but
also the false extremism of the trotskyists, anarchists,
councillists or others. «Proletarian» is thus an instrument for
this struggle, as we look forward to being able to resume the
publication of our theoretical review in English—«Commu-
nist Program».

TO OUR READERS

THE MISSION OF THE UN BLUE HELMETS IS PURELY IMPERIALIST

NO TROOPS TO LEBANON !

(Continuedfrompage1 )

proletarians have no guarantee of peace
and existence:capitalism,underitstaw-
drytinselsofdemocracyordictatorship,
freedom or religion, will continue to
meanexploitation,miseryanddeath.

Proletarians!
The contingent of thousands of

French, Italian, Spanish, German and
other countries under the uniform of the
blue helmets of the UN, which must take
up position in the «safety» zone where
the army, navy and the air force of Tel
Aviv destroyed all that they could, offi-
cially has the task of guaranteeing the
cease-fire, thedisarmamentofHezbollah,
and of helping the Lebanese government
to rebuild what was destroyed. It actually
acts as a police operation in the service
of imperialism. It will be impossible to
restore a genuine peace because no one
has considered in any fashion how to
tackle the fundamental causes of the
confrontations, i.e.dealing withthebour-
geois interests which are opposed and
which cause misery and oppression. The
countries which take part, before and
above all, defend their own capitalist
interests. Frenchimperialismseeksto be
re-implanted in an area where it still has
important interests to defend or to con-
quer; but this is also the case for Italy
(firsteconomicpartnerofLebanon),Great
Britain,Germany,etc.Theproletariansof
theNearand MiddleEastare condemned
to be the victims of this tangle of sordid
interests and cynical capitalist confron-
tations.

Proletarians!
The solution does not lie in the mis-

sions of UNO, in provisional truces, nor

in «unilateral»withdrawals or «lightning
wars». No bourgeoisie, no country in the
area or any great power can guarantee a
future of peace because it is capitalism
which isat theroot of the wars.Noneof
the innumerable calls to peace launched
by pacifists or the Church to reach the
conscience of the leaders can lead to
peace, because under capitalism, it is not
the conscience of individuals, but the
search for profits and material advantag-
es which determines the policy of all
States.

The only solution is in the struggle
that the proletarians must carry out
against theirbourgeoisies,by breaking
theparalyzingbondsofthenational«un-
ion» whosebourgeoisiesarealwaysthe
onlyonestobenefit,likehistoryhasshown
a hundred times.

Workers of France, of Germany, of
Italy, of Spain, of Russia, of Europe and
America: our bourgeoisies, all imperial-
ist, seek to exploit us in an increasingly
greater manner, but also to exploit the
proletarians of the less developed coun-
tries and areas in an even more bestial
way. Pushed into alliances or split into
warring factions according to the evolu-
tion of their national interests, they use
the conflicts in weaker countries as a
safety valve to attempt to disperse con-
tradictions which worsen in world capi-
talism and of inter-imperialist conflicts
which mature to the increasingly more
uncontrollable rhythm of economic cri-
ses. War is the solution to which the
bourgeoisie always turns when econom-
ic and political difficultiesbecome insur-
mountable.

To the war between States, to the war
between bourgeoisies, the working class
has only one prospect to oppose: the
class war, the proletarian class struggle

against the bourgeois class whatever its
flag, whatever its excuses, political, eco-
nomic, national or religious.

The proletarian banner has only one
color in the whole world: the red of the
bloodpouredinmorethanoneandahalf
centuriesofwars,exploitationandbour-
geois repression. It brings together the
proletariansofall thecountriesandall the
races ina greatworld struggleagainst the
only true enemy, the class enemy, the
bourgeoisie.

Comrades!
Toprotest againstmilitary incursions

into Lebanon is the minimum to be done,
but that is not enough! To express oppo-
sition by the ballot boxes or even in
demonstrations is useless as the wars in
Iraq, Afghanistan or Yugoslavia have
once againdemonstrated. So that it is real
and effective, the opposition to the wars
and bourgeois military interventions
must be based on the solid basis of the
class struggle which the proletarians in
defense of their living and working con-
ditions carry out against capitalism. If
they are not able to be mobilized to de-
fend their immediate interests, the work-
ers will never be able to mobilize them-
selves for broader political objectives
like the fight against the wars.

The proletarians must oppose to all
militaryinterventions of the bourgeoisie,
understanding that it is only by their
class struggle that they can stop the
military interventions of the bourgeois
State, so that tomorrowthe class struggle
will be able to stop the war by paralyzing
the operation of the economic machine.
Only the class struggle can transform
the war into revolution, civilwar for the
defeat of the bourgeoisie and of its State.
To take the first steps in this direction, it
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is necessary to return to the methods and
the means of the anti-capitalist struggle,
to begin with the struggle for defense of
its immediate interests. That implies
breaking with the political parties and
the trade-union organizations which are
theagentsofcollaborationbetweenthe
classes, the reformist forceswhich infact
support imperialism, yesterday by ask-
ing Chirac that France have “more of a
presence”, today by supporting the al-

legedlypeacefulsendingsoldiers to Leb-
anon, tomorrow in a new world war, and
always bysabotaging the workers’ strug-
gle.

No toIsraeliaggressioninLebanon
andin Palestine!

No tobourgeoiswars!
No to military interventions, even

whencamouflagedas«peacemissions»!
Fortheresumptionoftheproletari-

anstruggle startingfromthedefenseof
living andworking conditions!

Downwithpoliticalandtrade-union
collaborationismwhichdefendsthena-
tionaleconomy andimperialistactions
against the interests of the workers!

WORKERSOFALLCOUNTRIES,
UNITE!

International Communist Party
Leaflet August 16, 2006

Palestine, Lebanon:
Zionism Assassin, Imperialism Accomplice!

Even according to the international
press, the Israeli attack in Lebanon re-
ceived the «green light» of the United
States and the «tacit agreement» of the
other big imparialist States. The meet-
ing of the «G 8» which was held at the
commencement of the hostilities ex-
cludes any even platonic judgment of
the Israeli aggression, of any even sym-
bolic call for peace, being limited to a
hypocritical call for «reserve» by the
«two parties» (!): the message was re-
ceived loud and clear by the Hebrew
State which at once intensified its bom-
bardments in the country, aiming in par-
ticular at civil targets and essential serv-
ices, with the aim of sowing terror and
provoking an exodus: more than one
half-million people were thus forced in a
few days to flee the south of the coun-
try, while the death toll was in the hun-
dreds. Israel also instituted an air and
naval blockade of Lebanon, so much so
that the Western ships which evacuate
the foreigners have to ask for their au-
thorization for safe passage! None of
these great States emitted the least crit-
icism against this true act of piracy,
which they, in fact, ratify.

This demonstrates that the «big 8»
which dominate the world and which
claim to be the defenders of civilization,
are actually the terrorists-in-chief, they
are the ones responsible for the crimes
of capitalism, even when in fact smaller
States undertake their dirty work.

The attack of Israel in Lebanon is a
continuation of its attacks against the
Palestinians in Gaza and in the West
Bank. The pretext of these murderous
imperialist police operations was the
capture of three of its soldiers, whereas
thousands of Palestinian and many Leb-
anese prisoners have been left to rot for
years in Israeli prisons.

On the one hand, their objective is
to crush any inclination of resistance to
the permanent oppression undergone
by the Palestinians and on the other, to
turn up the pressure on those States in
the area (Syria, Iran) which balk at yield-
ing to the pressures of the United States

and the Western imperialisms. During
the civil war Syria sent its troops to
Lebanon with the agreement of the Unit-
ed States, Israel and France to crush the
Palestinians and the disinherited Leba-
nese masses, now it is subject to very
strong American and French pressures
to give up the positions which remain
to it in this country, after having al-
ready been forced to withdraw its sol-
diers a few months ago. The French

( Continuedon page4 )

The United States and Israel respon-
ded to the electoral victory of the Hamas
party; a victory which is explained by its
denunciation of the generalized corrup-
tion and compromises of the former lea-
ders (of Fatah); and the formation of its
government, by openly declaring that
they were going to asphyxiate the new
Palestinian authorities. With utter con-
tempt for international agreements, Is-
rael refused to pay the sums due (cus-
toms duties, etc.) to the new govern-
ment, while right after this the European
States stopped their assistance to the
Palestinians, just as the majority of the
States of the Arab League (except that,
anxious to avoid an explosion, the Euro-
pean imperialists sought to put forward
that part of the assistance which is used
to maintain the Palestinian police force
and the structures of the mini-State by
institutions firmly tied to imperialist do-
mination). The Israelis had formerly sup-
ported Hamas, the reactionary clerical
party, in order to weaken the Palestinian
nationalists. But for years Hamas, which
presents itself in the form of the defender
of the poor and an irreconcilable adver-
sary of the Jewish State, unceasingly
criticized the negotiations with Israel
and the various agreements of «peace».
The arrival in power of this party was
thus likely to call into question, not these
agreements which never really succee-
ded, but the generally submissive attitu-
de of the Palestinian Authorities to impe-
rialist order in the area: here for what,

imperialists hope that a more or less
permanent weakening of Hezbollah (de-
pendant on Syria and Iran) under the
Israeli onslaught will enable them to re-
gain a part of their previous «presence»
in Lebanon, traditionally an important
money market and commercial center of
the Middle East. This is why Chirac
called only for the application of the UN
resolutions against Hezbollah, and not
for those against Israel...

WORLD IMPERIALISM AND THE ARAB STATES
ARE COMPLICIT IN ISRAELI STATE REPRESSION

from the United States to the European
countries by way of Israel and the more
powerful Arab States, all fell into agree-
ment to strangle by any means the new
«democratically elected» government,
in spite of the fact that Hamas itself had
begun to align itself on this imperialist
order!

This is a new demonstration that all
the international agreements, all the great
principles of right and democracy are
only hot air vis-a-vis imperialist inte-
rests: only force counts.

After the capture of a soldier from the
Tsahal during a guerrilla action carried
out in reprisal for the of massacre of
Palestinian civilians on a beach, Israel
«reacted» by accentuating its campaign
of assassinations and destruction and
by capturing a part of the Palestinian
government with the intention of jud-
ging it for «terrorism». The Western
countries did not emit a squeak of pro-
test against these gangster actions, the
imperialist leaders repeating that «Israel
has the right to defend itself»! The Pales-
tinians themselves, have only the right
to die in silence, if not they become
terrorists... Another demonstration that
a Palestinian State will never be tolerated
by Israel and its imperialist godfathers
unless it remains a concentration camp
for its inhabitants permanently suspen-
ded under the threat of murderous Israeli
operations.
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Palestine, Lebanon:
Zionism Assassin, Imperialism Accomplice!

(Continuedfrompage3 )

WORKERS OF ISRAEL !

Your future does not lie in collaboration with your bourgeoi-
sie; it does not reside in approving of the massacre of men,
women, the elderly and infants alike by armoured tanks adorned
with the star of David, nor in impotent peace marches which have
never stopped even one war! The pretext of «terrorism» should
not incapacitate you because it is used by the bourgeoisie to
once again force you into the union sacrée . The bourgeoisie has
the absolute necessity of chaining you to its requirements, its
objectives: without your support, without your complicity,
without your silence it could not defend its class interests any
longer nor make war against the Palestinians or against other
countries. The terrorist attacks are utilized by the bourgeoisie to
justify these military operations and all these political and social
measures: if they did not exist, they would invent them.

Your future lies in the proletarian struggle, above all against
your own bourgeoisie, the struggle in which you can find true
allies only in your proletarian class brothers and sisters, beyond
nationality; and your class brothers and sisters are above all the
Palestinians towards whom you must show an active solidarity
because they are oppressed and massacred by your bourgeoi-
sie. But in order to solidarize as proletarians, it is essential to
break the chains which constrain you to collaborate with your
government, your bourgeoisie, your capitalists.

To the Workers of Israel,
to the Workers of Palestine,

to the Workers
of Europe and America!

It is only if you succeed in breaking from this bondage, only
if you succeed in freeing yourself from the suffocating pressure
of Jewish nationalism and bourgeois democratism, that you will
not only be in solidarity with Palestinian and other proletarians,
but will be able to defend your own true class interests.

PALESTINIAN WORKERS!

You have always been told that Palestine is the fatherland
to be re-conquered, to which you dedicate all your forces, all
your energies, your whole being. The national oppression that
Israel exerts on you as on the whole Palestinian population, has
led you to identify your vital interests with the «national»
interests, with the interests of your national bourgeoisie.

Any fatherland is a bourgeois objective and exclusively
bourgeois. It is defined by a territory on which the bourgeoisie
builds its State with all its institutions, its army, its police force
and its courts, creates its market, mints its currency, produces
its goods, a territory where it assumes the right to exploit its
workers directly (and perhaps the workers of poorer countries)
to extract the profit for which it lives. The workers, because they
have nothing to lose, do not have a fatherland!

You are the practical demonstration of this Marxist axiom:
as workers, you are exploited in Israel, in Jordan, in Lebanon, in
Syria, in Egypt, in Italy, in France, in America or elsewhere. As
workers, you are obliged to sell your labour power whatever the
country where you have taken refuge, with whichever owner it
is who intends to exploit you to extort a profit from your work.

As workers, particularly in Israel, you undergo two types of
oppression: to the oppression of wage-labor which welds you
together with the workers of the whole world, the brutality of
national oppression is added, on behalf of a country which is
praised as the only «true democracy» in all the Middle East. But

As long as capitalism exists, the va-
rious bourgeois States will never cease
competition and armed confrontation,
they will never cease exploiting their
own proletarians all the while calling on
them for the «unity of the nation» against
the proletarians of foreign countries,
they will never cease oppressing the
populations which fall under their domi-

The recent decades have provided
the irrefutable proof that all the diploma-
tic negotiations, all the «peace» agree-
ments signed under the aegis of the
imperialists were used only to increase
oppression and to lead to new massa-
cres. There is no worse illusion than to
appeal to the alleged peaceful intentions
of this or that bourgeois State or the
interventions of the UN, a true «den of
thieves» subject to the orders of the
imperialist big shots. Within the fra-
mework of capitalism, there cannot be
any solution for the oppressed and all

nation. As long as the world imperialist
order reigns, the Israeli State which is its
Middle Eastern pillar and richly remu-
nerated henchman (subsidies in Israel
alone represent more half of the external
assistance of the United States...) will
not cease its exactions, it will not cease
oppressing the Palestinians and encroa-
ching on their territory.

NO TO THE MASQUERADES OF PEACE NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN
BOURGEOISIES ! YES TO THE REVOLUTIONARY STRUGGLE

AGAINST IMPERIALISM AND ALL CAPITALIST STATES !

calls for peace are lies.
The only way out lies in the develop-

ment of the proletarian struggle becau-
se only this struggle will be able to link
all the exploited across all borders, will be
able to smash to bits all nationalist uni-
ties—including in Israel. And this will be
done on the condition of destroying the
international imperialist order, of
overthrowing all bourgeois States, in the
Middle East and everywhere, in order to
establish on their ruins an international
and unitary proletarian power, the es-
sential condition to eradicate all oppres-

sion, all exploitation, all repression and
all discrimination at the same time as
capitalism.

As remote as this may appear, this
prospect is the only realistic one; it can
and it must prepare as of today while
bringing to the masses, direct or indirect
victims of «our» imperialism, the only
solidarity which really counts: the wea-
kening of imperialism by the rupture of
the proletarians with the organizations
and parties related in one way or another
to the bourgeois order, by their frontal
opposition to the capitalists and their
State, in short by the resumption of the
internationalistand revolutionary class
struggle.

Down With Zionism, Down With
Imperialism!

Solidarity with the Exploited and
Oppressed Masses of Palestine and
the Whole World!

Reconstitution of the International
Proletarian Party for the Future World
Communist Revolution!

International Communist Party
Leaflet July 23, 2006
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the fight against the national oppression exerted against you
should not make you forget that the Palestinian bourgeoisie
only seeks to use you, and does not seek to utilize your
combativeness, your courage, and your blood for anything
other than its own specific class interests!

Your prospect should not be the union with bourgeois
classes which offer to you only the dead end of nationalism or
religious reaction; but it is neither in the abandonment of the
fight against national oppression and submission to the wills of
the dominant classes and States. The only prospect is that of the
independent class organization, as proletarians and not as
Palestinians, for the fight against capitalist exploitation and
oppression; it is a path which is classist and not a “peoples
front”; proletarian, anti-bourgeois, non-nationalist and non-
islamist, politically and organizationally independent of the
bourgeois classes and not mired in interclassist democracy. It
is only while being carried out on the terrain of the class struggle,
while being directed by the proletarian organization that the
struggle against national oppression can be effective, can
sensitize the proletarians of other nationalities and thrust them
towards active solidarity, towards proletarian internationalism.

WORKERS OF EUROPE AND AMERICA !

The partisans of Israel and its policy of oppression of the
Palestinians are the same bourgeois classes which asked you to
support their war in Vietnam, in Algeria and elsewhere; it is these
same bourgeoisies which demanded your support in the two last
world wars – and which will again require of you the supreme
sacrifice in an eventual third world war. The working class
should not support any of these wars of plunder, of colonization,
of pillaging that the bourgeoisies carry out on the various
continents. It must fight them all, it must oppose them all by
revolutionary defeatism and social confrontation.

Your bourgeoisies are the most powerful in the world and
thanks to this power they oppress whole peoples and dominate
the majority of the countries of the world. And they can all the
more easily exert this oppression because of the absence of class
struggle in the imperialist countries. To rip apart the social
peace, to rip apart the democratic and pacifist straightjacket
which shackles it and prevents the proletariat from finding its
proper class orientation, to rip apart the thousand bonds which
were woven over the decades by political and trade-union
collaborationism, will not be an easy thing. It will be difficult, but
it is the only solution enabling it to find the capacity to defend
itself against all the injustices, against all the abuses, all the
pressures and repressions at the workplace and in daily social
life!

The economic force that the bourgeoisies of the imperialist
countries use to secure their world domination will be able to be
transformed into a gigantic force of support for the international
revolutionary struggle against all the bourgeois powers, if the
European and American proletariat succeeds in seizing power
and in establishing its dictatorship. But that will not be possible
other than, on the one hand, by re-assimilating the classist
traditions produced by the preceding proletarian generations
(in particular of Russia, of Germany, of Italy); and on the other
by assimilating the theory and the program of revolutionary
Marxism which condenses the experience of history and the
future objectives of the revolutionary proletarian movement.

The work of transmission to the successive generations of
the historical inheritance of the class struggle is the task of the
class party, the organization of communist militants which takes
its stand on the terrain of the anti-capitalist revolution and which
makes Communist theory and program the essential pivot to
direct the action of the proletarian forces towards their emanci-
pation: overthrow of bourgeois political power, introduction of
the proletarian dictatorship exerted by the unique, authentic
Communist Party, revolutionary war to defend the proletarian
power and to support the revolutionary movements in the

capitalist countries, economic transformation of society by
demolishing the capitalist mode of production and setting up
on its ashes the new communist mode of production. The new
proletarian power will recognize the right of oppressed nationa-
lities to separate from the old oppressor country. In the new
proletarian state, no constraints will be employed to maintain
the formerly oppressed nationalities by force:

«One thing alone is certain: the victorious proletariat can
force no blessings of any kind upon any foreign nation without
undermining its own victory by so doing », wrote Engels in
connection with the colonial question (letter to Kautsky, 09/12/
1882). The proletarian dictatorship will have as its objective the
gathering together of the proletarians of the whole world in one
great anti-capitalist movement, so that they link their forces in
the struggle against all the national bourgeoisies, beginning
with the struggle against their own bourgeoisie. The right to
separation cannot be a fetish for the proletarian power, since the
broad objective is to unify all the populations of planet in a
common society, a society of all humanity, Communism. But
this objective cannot be achieved by using means of constraint
similar to those of the bourgeois period, resorting to forced
assimilation or the annexation of territories and peoples. It will
be reached by the revolutionary struggle which the proletariat
of all nationalities, associated in a new Communist Internatio-
nal, will carry out against all the bourgeoisies – those of small
nations just as the large ones – and all forces related to the
defense of capitalism.

This means that the victorious proletariat will show an
active and concrete solidarity in support of the struggles taking
place in the other countries in order to guarantee its victory.

* * *
In the current situation of long dormancy of the class

struggle, the conscious workers, interested in the revolutionary
cause, have a particularly important task: that of adherence to
the program and the theory of revolutionary Marxism; they
have to work for the formation of the class party, for this
international communist party without which the proletarian
movement will never be able to triumph in the confrontation with
the ruling class, as demonstrated by the whole history of social
struggles, the history of revolutions and counter-revolutions.

( Extract from «Ai proletari israeliani. Ai proletari pales-
tinesi. Ai proletari d’Europa e d’America», «il comunista», N°
79, April 2002; issued in «le prolétaire», N° 463, August-
September 2002)

«The proletarian»
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One year after the massacre of workers in London

To the Terrorism of big Imperialist States
Answers back the Fundamentalist Islamic Terrorism

The state terrorismexerted bywar, mili-
tary occupation or economic blockade, and
the terrorism of Islamic-style movements,
carried outbybombsor suicidebombings in
placeswherelargenumbersofpeoplecongre-
gate, converge unrelentingly to strike espe-
cially the proletarian masses. Bled day after
daybyanincreasinglymorebestial capitalist
exploitation,workersarealsousedascannon
fodder or sacrificial bomb victims in inter-
bourgeoisconfrontationswherewarfinds its
response in terrorism.

Wars, ingeneral,onthemilitarylevel, are
a consequence of the politics of imperialist
armedrobbery,themeansbywhichtheimpe-
rialists seize economic territories (Lenin)
which have become vital to preserve their
capitalist profits in the midst of increasingly
intenseinternationalcompetition.The terro-
rism of nationalist movements (religious or
secular) is the means used by weaker bour-
geoisfractions toresist thecrushingpressure
of the major imperialists: the impotence to
combat the latter in an open war is thus
compensated by the action of small groups
which are part and parcel of the general
population or community. The religion-
based movements precisely for this reason,
mix-up the nationalismcharacteristic of any
bourgeoisiewithreactionaryuniversalist fea-
tures, and much more than traditionalnatio-
nalistswithmore targeted objectives, tend to
strike indiscriminately at the mass of the
population.

The massacre of defenceless workers
andciviliansischaracteristicof bourgeois
reaction: this was the case yesterdayfor the
New York attacks, for those in Madrid and
Moscow, and it is true today for those in
London.TheattacksinLondonoccuratatime
when thecontradictionsbetween imperialist
states which rule the world do not tend to
resolve themselves, but on the contrary to
worsen. The war in Iraq puts the Anglo-
Americanpolicyindifficulty,notonlybecau-
se the occupying troops haven’t managed to
stabilizethesituationbutbecause thewarhas
left the door wide open to fundamentalist
Islamic terrorism. What was presented as a
preventive war in the fight against so-called
“international terrorism”; is in fact a war of
plunderwhichcausedandcontinuestocause
terrorist reactions. The American, English,
Italian,andPolishsoldierswhodiedinIraqfell
in an operation of pure imperialist armed

Whichever the group organized them, the attacks in London
bear without any doubts the reactionary mark of fundamentalist
Islamic movements. The target of these bourgeois denomina-
tional organizations are not the imperialist states leaders which
lead wars of plunder in Afghanistan, in Chechnya or in Iraq, but
the civilian population, the workers who use the public means

of transport. In the same way the main targets of the bombings
and machine-gunning by the US armies and their allies, English,
Italian, Polish, Spanish, French and so on, yesterday in Yugo-
slavia or today in Iraq are civilians, predominantly workers, as
they are in Chechnya for the Russian troops or in Palestine for
the Israeli soldiers.

robbery (let us recall for example that there
wasnodeclarationofwarnoranyjustification
even on the meagre basis of international
bourgeois law), in a particularly revealing
expression of state terrorismbeingexerted
in two directions: the first, directly, towards
Iraq with its gigantic oil resources and its
strategic position in the Middle East; the
second, indirectly, towardstheotherstatesof
the world and especiallytheir Western allies
inorder to line themup behind the Washing-
ton-London alliance. To the terrorismof the
bigbourgeoisiesofWashington-Londonand
their supporters, corresponds the terrorism
ofnationalistgroupswhichfightfor thesame
economicandpoliticalobjectives:possession
of theoilresources, thecontrolof thecountry
and its borders which means also the availa-
bility of the labor force of million of Iraqi
proletarians.

NO TO THE UNION SACREE

After the attacks in London, the bour-
geois leaders,as theydoeverytime launched
the call for the union sacrée, for the union
of all citizens for the common war against
terrorism, for the war of civilization against
barbarism, in the waragainst anti-Christian
acts, as stated by the new pope. To the
proletarians that they exploit down to the
marrowin theworkplace, that theypersecute
daily, and that they imprison in increasing
misery and precariousness, to the proleta-
rians that theyforce into industrialaccidents,
and that they throw out onto the street when
theycanno longerexploit them,whomwhen
they are too old they “warehouse” in retire-
ment homes which are nothing but waiting-
roomsfordeath, totheproletarianswhohave
nosayingovernmentaldecision-making, the
bourgeois ask that they forget their own
interests and their own needs, to unite in the
name of the motherland or nation with those
who enrich themselves off their sweat.

The call to national solidarity that all
bourgeoisgovernments launch,fromBlair to
Bush,fromBerlusconitoChirac,fromSchroe-
der to Putin and Zapatero, is the traditional
trap set by the bourgeoisie against proleta-
rians when it is in difficulty. Every time they
have yielded to thiscall, theproletariat could
readily notice that its situation of being ex-
ploited did not improve and that only the
bourgeoisiebenefitedfromitssacrifices.The

proletarians must free themselves from the
ideologicalandmaterialpressureexerted on
them by the bourgeoisie through its thou-
sands of channels, the most powerful being
thoseofclasscollaboration,andcompetition
betweenworkers; thebourgeoisiesystemati-
cally organize the latter by splitting up the
proletarian class into a thousand categories,
while institutingandfeedingnational, racial,
religious;genderandothergroupdivisions.

Theblowssufferedin terroristattacksare
no different fromthe blows suffered in wars
inwhichtheyareobligedtotakepart,norfrom
thosereceivedwithintheframeworkofwage
labor at rates and rhythms always more ex-
hausting,andinworkingconditionsincreasin-
glymore harmful for health, or in the misery
andmarginalizationofunemploymentunder
capitalist duress.

There are no common interests
between proletarians and bourgeois,
neither in the immediate sense, nor from a
political point of view. The proletarians
must reserve their solidarity only for prole-
tarians,whatever their race or their nationa-
lity. Any solidarity demanded by the bour-
geoisie, whatever the pretext is, must be
rejected byproletarians because it is always
only a solidarity for the benefit of the bour-
geoisie,bourgeoisprofits,bourgeoisproper-
ty relations, the bourgeois State. The inte-
rests, profits, property, and laws, of the
bourgeois state never benefit proletarians:
they are always against proletarian inte-
rests and needs

Theproletariatwillneverbe able to fight
againstbourgeoisterrorismincommon with
thebourgeoisieorundertheirguidance.Itwill
be able to fight against bourgeois terrorism
onlywithintheframeworkofitsclassstruggle
against the bourgeoisie,against its interests,
its profits, its property and the bourgeois
state. Without class struggle, there is no
possibility of fighting against any of the
countless evils that capitalism continuously
brings about . In breaking with national and
democratic bourgeois ideology, In breaking
with the class collaboration promoted byall
thevarietiesofpoliticalandtrade-unionrefor-
mism,In returningto thedefenseof itsexclu-
siveclass interests, theproletariatwill libera-
te its strengthand willalways find the neces-
sary energy in its class struggle to definiti-
vely destroy this blood-drenched capita-
list civilization.
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On every side they cried out at their
fate, at a nature which avenges the dam-
age caused by human beings and which
managed to make arrogant America sur-
render. But at the same time, the Bush
administration was accused of being very
quick in attacking Iraq and spending
billions of dollars on that conflict, but
very reluctant to invest in protection
against floods, hurricanes, and damages
brought about by natural forces which
are foreseeable and were forecast.

The countries lining the Gulf of Mex-
ico, from the Caribbean islands through
Cuba up to the U.S. Gulf states (Florida,
Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana)
have always been naturally exposed to
the fury of hurricanes which have taken
shape in the Atlantic before running up
against solid ground with all their might.
But against Katrina the colossal resourc-
es of American capitalism could do noth-
ing. In spite of the dire forecasts of mete-
orologists, geologists – whole branches
of science, in spite of thorough civil
defence plans, in spite of civil engineer-
ing projects in the marshes, dams, levees
and canals, the impassive profit machine
failed in a criminal way: the disaster with
its thousands of deaths in and around
New Orleans (1) has a culprit: capital-
ism! The vertiginous race for immediate
profits which was the principal cause of
the 300,000 deaths resulting from the
tsunami of December 2004, is also the
cause of Katrina’s terrible toll – especial-
ly upon black proletarians. Moreover the
meagre expenditures planned for the New
Orleans levees in particular had been
used for expenditure on the Iraq war.

Katrina highlighted a hidden reality
of the United States: the deep misery of
the brutally exploited proletarian and
underprivileged classes, systematically
rejected and on the margins of civil life.
With the courageous «Every man for
himself» launched by the Petro-presi-
dent a few days before the hurricane, later
the response was the installation of mar-
tial law with orders to shoot looters on
sight, given to tens of thousands of
National Guardsmen and to the 40,000
soldiers sent after a one week delay but
only to defend the inviolability of private
property! But for days and days hun-
dreds of thousands of people who had
not been able to escape the hurricane due
to the lack of means, stranded or blocked
in flooded cities, were without water and
food, without electricity isolated amid
debris and the dead piled up in the repug-

The U.S.A., the greatest imperialist power, the most important source of science
and technology, the crushing war machine that no country can resist, is on its knees.
Thousands of deaths, hundreds of thousands of refugees, generalized destruction,
complete prostration: in the face of Hurricane Katrina: America could do nothing ...

The New Orleans Catastrophe:
CAPITALISM, THE ECONOMICS OF MISERYAND DESPAIR!

nant cesspool called the «Superdome».
Left to their fate for day after cruel day,
condemned to die of hunger, of thirst, of
disease, the boldest threw themselves
on the stores and supermarkets to steal
water and food.

Actually, the real plunderers are not
the victims, but the capitalists, the finan-
ciers, the oil barons, Big Business and
the industrialists, whose thirst for profit
destroyed the natural defences of the
territory and constrained the Mississip-
pi River to follow a course which was not
naturally its own.

Thus without any preventative or-
ganization for the evacuation of the pro-
letarian inhabitants of the city and with
the complete negligence of the relief op-
erations, the devastation of the hurri-
cane was multiplied tenfold by the action
of capitalism: the river reassumed its
millennial course, the dams and levees
which protected the Black districts were
breached due to lack of maintenance,
and with them went the bridges and
roads. Lack of foresight? Already at the
time of another hurricane in September
2004 which merely by chance avoided
the city, the authorities were criticized for
not having planned the evacuation of
the poorer inhabitants. In reaction, the
local administration produced…30,000
video cassettes aimed at proletarian dis-
tricts which were informed, in case of a
hurricane: «Don’t wait for Local Au-
thorities; Don’t wait for Governmental
Intervention; Don’t wait for the Red
Cross (...); Get Out» (2). It’s difficult to
demonstrate more clearly that the state
and city authorities were not very con-
cerned by the fate of proletarians. Per-
haps it was for this reason that these
cassettes were never even distributed...

( Continuedon page8 )

An American journalist in the city to
make a report on the arrival of the hurri-
cane testifies, «When I asked the police
officer on duty in the hotel where I was
staying who was still in the city, she
retorted: the only people who are still in
New Orleans, are mainly criminals who
we’ve tried to get out of the city for
decades. If the levees break it will be
Nature who’s wearing the Sheriff’s
badge!» (3). A member of the State Leg-
islature from Baton Rouge (the adminis-
trative capital of Louisiana) wasn’t afraid
to publicly assert: «At last the slums of
New Orleans have been cleaned out.
What we did not know how to do, God
took care of », an assertion shared by the
mayor of New Orleans (a rich black busi-
nessman): «For the first time, our city
has gotten rid of drugs and violence, and
we intend to keep it that way» (4).

This Massacre was foreseen! Capi-
talism is Murder!

But what happened for previous dis-
asters, also happened as far as hurricane
Katrina is concerned: banks, real estate
companies, construction firms, after hav-
ing quickly made an accounting of the
damages rush to draw up rebuilding
projects where there will be billions to
gain: the figure of 200 billion dollars for
reconstruction was put forward. Busi-
ness as usual!

Capital sheds only crocodile tears for
the dead; in any event it was much too
concerned with the repair of oil platforms,
refineries, pipelines and port facilities in
New Orleans (the leading American port
in terms of tonnage) to be interested in
the fate of the population (the survivors
were expelled by force and replaced by
reconstruction contractors, among them
is Haliburton, the company of which vice
president Cheney used to be a leading
director, and which seems, as in Iraq, to
have garnered most of the contracts al-
ready signed)...

THE ECONOMICS OF MISERY AND DESPAIR

Under the reign of capitalism, and
in particular when international com-
petition is fiercer and fiercer on all
levels, there is no levee which can
hold, there is no canal which can with-
stand the power of rising rivers, there
is no possible protection against nat-
ural phenomenon of great magnitude:
quite simply because all this repre-
sents unproductive expenditure which
for Capital weighs in an intolerable
fashion on profits. The disaster which
happened in New Orleans and its sur-
roundings was for years officially de-
scribed as the number 1 risk for disas-
ter in the United States, even in front

of an earthquake in San Francisco.
Already in 1927 the area witnessed

catastrophic flooding of the Mississippi.
Then, to save the residential districts and
« to save commerce » in the city, the civic
leaders of New Orleans decided to blow
up the levees with dynamite, so that low-
lying areas were flooded; but these were
the areas inhabited by the black popula-
tion, small farmers and agricultural work-
ers employed on the plantations. Ap-
proximately 2,000 people drowned, sacri-
ficed to bourgeois interests, while thou-
sands of others became homeless over-
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The New Orleans Catastrophe

(Continuedfrompage7 )

companies, institutions and states, which
has built a political and military power
aimed at the defence of the networks of
interests of the various capitalist fac-
tions; a political power blind towards the
vital needs of the majority of the world
population because it is the instrument
of defence of the privileges of the domi-
nant bourgeois class.

The revolution of the oppressed, the
proletarians, is the only way for humanity
to escape the interminable series of disas-
ters and wars inflicted on it by capitalism,
to forever put an end to this criminal mode
of production and establish a classless
society, without exploiters nor exploited,
and in harmony with nature: Commu-
nism!

(«le prolétaire», N° 478, Septembre-
October 2005)

(1) The authorities of Louisiana at

night and were forced to migrate to find
work and a place to live.

80 years later it is the same bourgeois
interests, the immediate interests of cap-
ital which dictate the decisions of the
authorities regardless of the needs and
the interests of the underprivileged and
proletarians masses.

After years and years of discussion
on the means of protecting the region
from serious floods which according to
general consensus will occur again, soon-
er or later, a plan to protect all of Louisiana
was finally adopted in 1998.

But nothing was achieved, because it
would have cost, all in all, 14 billion
dollars over 10 years: too weighty and
too unproductive an expenditure for Cap-
ital, even if it would have made it possible
to save thousands of proletarian lives!
However this figure, significant without
any doubt, should be compared with the
damage caused by the hurricane which is
estimated at more than one hundred bil-
lion dollars: or with the profits of the four
largest oil companies operating in the area
for the yearof 2004 alone: nearly73 billion
dollars, that is to say five times more, or
roughly equal to the cost of the Iraq war
evaluated according to certain estimates at
5 billion dollars per month! Credits for
maintenanceof the levee infrastructure, by
contrast were continually reduced in re-
cent years, even as capitalist profits grew
throughout the nation – as did the number
of poor people.

Just as bourgeois intellectuals had for
a long time predicted the recent occur-
rences, others warn that with global warm-
ing this kind of disaster is likely to happen
again; and they recommend the use of so-
called renewable, less polluting sources of
energy, as well as international goodwill
agreements between governments in or-
der to decrease these risks. Obviously
they don’t say a word about the mode of
production which determines the eco-
nomic policies of the various states. It is
the old song of Capitalism with a human
face, which could reconcile the thirst for
profit, and the satisfaction of human
needs, exploitation of natural resources
tempered by environmental respect.

But as long as the laws which rule
society are the laws of Capital, the laws of
the market, of money, of wage-labor, it
cannot escape from the destruction,
waste, plunder, exploitation, the Law of
the Jungle which the whole history of
bourgeois society demonstrates: the his-
tory of oppression and wars, disasters
and utter degradation of nature.

There is no solution other than the
destruction of this society, the destruc-
tion of a mode of production which exac-
erbates antagonisms between classes,
which generates competition between

one time suggested an estimate of more
than ten thousand deaths. This estimate
considerably diminished thereafter and
at the time when this article went to press
officially there were only about one thou-
sand deaths. However we can observe
that according to the press, the death toll
is much higher; the mayor of a small town
in the environs of New Orleans claims
that the victims in his town are four times
higher than the official figure.

(2) cf A capitalism of catastrophe, Le
Monde Diplomatique October 2005

(3)Le Monde 2n°82, 10-16September
2005.

(4) Le Monde Diplomatique, op. cit.
The author writes: «no one is ignorant of
the fact that the local economic elites and
their allies at City Hall fondest wish is to
expel the poorest, to which have been
credited the very high criminality rate»,
done of course to carry out fruitful proper-
ty deals.
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THE STRUGGLES IN FRANCE

Union Sacrée
to Condemn the Revolt of the Banlieues

On the one hand it has been an index
oftheimportanceofsocialtensions,which
had accumulated, on the other hand it is
the result of the continued aggravation
of repressive measures for some years, at
first aimed at youths, but which increas-
ingly strike the proletariat as a whole. In
Marseilles there was the example of the
ferry workers of the SNCM (Société Na-
tionale Maritime Corse Méditerranée),
then a court decision declaring the strike
of the Subway and Bus workers of Mar-
seilles, which lasted for 29 days illegal,
under pretext that it was … a political
strike (opposition to the change of sta-
tus).

The government under the pretext of
a supposed terrorist threat increased
police presence and passed a whole se-
ries ofmeasures reinforcing state control
on communications, assimilating the as-
sistance of workers without-papers, etc.
to terrorist activities.

The official propaganda of the au-
thorities, relayed by all the media, com-
pared these young people to hooligans,
to «rabble», seeking only to destroy–
blinded by love of violence. The govern-
ing parties asserted that the riots were the
work either of delinquents, drug dealers,
or of «well organized» groups branded
«Islamic», or even as the consequence
of…polygamy! This propaganda spec-
tacularly provoked the phenomenon of
anambient racism,veryimportant in nor-
mal times, which had already been rein-
forced by «antiterrorist» propaganda.
The immigrant proletarians instinctively
sensed that they would be used as scape-
goats.

In fact the Islamic religious groups,
on thecontrary, did all theycould to calm
the youth and to collaborate with the
police force (a «fatwah» proscribing the
riots was even launched), without much
success however. As for the drug dealers
who from time immemorial have been
used as police informers, theyneed peace
to maketheirdeals.The far rightappealed
for the use of the army, while the left,
approving the state of emergency, criti-

The riots this autumn in France were a major political
event, to the point they were transformed into a true revolt
of the proletarian urban outskirts, which in various
forms struck all cities in the country, including those
which have only a few thousand inhabitants – provided
that there was a proletarian population. These riots start-
ed in the Parisian region of Seine Saint Denis, which is

the most proletarian «département» in France, after a
fatal incident (2 deaths) caused by police harassment,
something which has occurred regularly for decades. At
best these crimes (called «police errors») caused demon-
strations and confrontations located within the district
where they have taken place; they never extended to
other cities, or of course to the whole country.

cized the government onlybyexpressing
doubts that they were capable of adding
somesocialmeasuresonto it, also affirm-
ing that the priority was the return to «the
republican order».

This revolt has put the various polit-
ical forces squarely «on the spot». It is
very instructive to examine their reac-
tions to the eruption of a social move-
ment of this type in a little more detail;
indeed as theywerenot moderated bythe
usual propaganda or speeches these re-
actions reveal, much more than erudite
analyses, the political nature of these
various forces.

It is fromthisverysignificantpoint of
view that we note that the very large
majorityofthepoliticalorganizationsfrom
the right to the left competed to condemn
the riots, in unison with the brainwashing
by the huge bourgeois disinformation
industry.

HELMETED REFORMISM

It is undoubtedly not necessary to
dwell too long on the Socialist Party.
Lead by one of its former Interior Minis-
ters, Vaillant, the parliamentarygroup of
the SP initially wanted to vote for the
introduction of the curfew which had
been decided upon; the leadership of the
party at large struggled to convince them
that for electoral reasons one did not
wish to seem to be tailing the govern-
ment. As it was unthinkable to vote down
the law the deputies of the SP ended up
by agreeing to abstain for a measure of
which they were for the majority very
favourable. It is well past the time when
the SP played even the comedy of indig-
nation and mobilization against the vote
for «villainous laws»! When they were
ruling the country, they did what they
could to increase the capacities of the
police force, to harden repression and to
«armour democracy»–from the «Vigipi-
rate» plan, to the arrests and evictions of
illegal immigrants(letusremember these
socialist godsends, among many other
things, were behind expulsions by char-

ter and the legalization of the «clandes-
tine prisons»).

The PCF (French Communist Party),
tried to endorse a critical position about
the introduction of the state of emergen-
cy,butonlyafterhavingcalledfor repres-
sion. In anofficial statementpublished in
their official newspaper, «L’Humanité»,
on November 4th with the heading
«Enough of provocations (for these un-
savoury individuals anything that dis-
turbs the sacrosanct established order
can only be the result of provocations)
and of irresponsibility!», the PCF de-
clared as follows:«Restoringorderisan
extreme urgency» accusing the govern-
ment of being «unable to guarantee law
and order». In the nine point catalogue of
measures which this official statement
contained, therewere traditional reform-
ist demands for more funds for public
services and employment, the request for
a «true dialogue» of the authorities with
the population , side by side with a prop-
erly repressive social chapter: calls «to
again give meaning to the law(…)so that
the concept of a sense of responsibility
again takes all its meaning and its legiti-
macy»; «To give themeans to the judicial
system of creating respect for the law»;
«To put the police force at the service of
the whole nation, which implies: democ-
ratization, training, neighbourhood po-
licing and suitable means» .

Reformism is not satisfied to spread
its soft and sickly illusions about the
benefits of dialogue between classes, on
the possible role of the State operating in
favour of exploited provided that it is
democratized; intimatelytied to the insti-
tutions and the mechanisms of the capi-
talist system that it consequently wants
to protect from any attack, reformism is
inevitably helmeted. When social ten-
sions become too strong, it will never
hesitate tocall forofficial repressionor to
evenitselfdealout thisrepressionagainst
theproletarians, like ahundred examples
which have shown it and show it every
day.

( Continuedon page10 )
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If the PCF has officially condemned
the institution of the curfew and went as
far as taking part in the mobilization
against the state of emergency (a mobili-
zation which was a joke), the repressive
attitude of its mayors, among whom
André Gérin (Lyon suburb) openly con-
gratulating Sarkozy (the Interior Minis-
ter), illustrates once again the reality of
what they are up to.

Ifone reads the united call against the
state of emergency of September the 9th
signed in addition to the PCF, by the
GreenParty, the trotskyistLCR(Commu-
nistRevolutionaryLeague), theFSU(the
main Teachers union), the Union Syndi-
cale Solidaire (Trade Union Solidarity)
etc. The PS (Socialist Party) having not
signed, nor the CFDT, FO or CGT–the
major trade unions) one can discern the
sentences which characterize their au-
thors: «Even in May 1968, whereas the
situation was much more dramatic (sic!)
no exceptional laws were used by the
authorities»; «To stop the violence and
to restore solidarity (?) in the suburbs is
a necessity (!). Does that imply subject-
ing them to an exceptional legislation
inherited from the colonial period? Eve-
ryone knows where the combination be-
tween provocations and repression leads
to». In other words, repression lives,
provided that it is not exceptional but
reasonable and moderate–as in 1968!;
moreover that would be less likely to
spark things off.

THE ELECTORALIST «FARLEFT»
OPPOSES THE RIOTS

We have just seen that the LCR was
a signatory of this call against the intro-
duction of the state of emergency, which
was an authentic call for repression.
Undoubtedly the LCR judged it benefi-
cial to announce its dissension with the
second sentence, which we quoted, but
thisdidnotprevent it fromsigning.Look-
ing at the minutes of a meeting prepara-
tory to this call (1), we can see that the
LCR was opposed to the demand formu-
lated by the residents to withdraw the
CRS(riotpolice) fromthesuburbsaswell
as the demand of amnesty for the youth
arrested by the police and who were
victims of a truly expeditious justice. Its
representative claimed that the LCR
agreed with these demands, but felt nec-

(Continuedfrompage9 ) essary not to put them forward in order
not to break its unity with the PCF and
thus compromise the action. In fact there
was no action or mobilization as there
could be none on the basis of such a
collection of adversaries of proletarian
struggle. Here is all the hypocrisy of
centrism,revolutionary inwords,coun-
ter-revolutionary in deeds; as the Bol-
sheviks stated (except that modern cen-
trism does not even talk about revolution
any more!): its precise political function
in the bourgeois system is to bring back
into the bosom of the traditional organi-
zations of class collaboration, the prole-
tarians who tend to break with them. The
LCRcanwell, nowthatcalmhas returned
and that power remained with the law,
speak of the «youth revolt»; when this
revolt was under way it was opposed to
it, following the example ofKrivine (one
of its leaders), taking part in homeowner
patrols to protect their possessions (2)!

On the other hand it is necessary to
recognize in the trotskyist LutteOuvrière
(LO), a commendable frankness. From
the very start it condemned the riots and
accused the government of having re-
duced the «neighbourhood police force»
(3), interms resemblingthoseofthePCF.
Let us recall that «the neighbourhood
police force» had been an invention of
the leftist government to better control
the proletarian districts. Only the crass-
est reformist filth can imagine that the
function of the police is to protect «citi-
zens»: It is actually used to protect the
capitalist system based on the exploita-
tion and repression of the greatest
number. It is thus fundamentally an anti-
proletarian weapon, something under-
stood empirically by the young proletar-
ians, who unlike L.O., arrived at this con-
clusion without studying Marxist theo-
ry.

In its article denouncing «sterile vio-
lence» of the young people of the popu-
lar districts, L.O. never failed to mention
«hooligans», «traffickers», and «small
parasites» as being partly responsible
for the violence. For them, this revolt
shows that youth is «disorientated»: thus
they think of burning schools, of which
there is a shortage, «to transmit to all
theseyouthaminimumofeducationwhich
their families do not have the means of
transmitting – even if this is only to know
how to read, write and speak correctly
(sic!)»! «Workers do not have to be de-
lighted by the form of this explosion and
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Union Sacrée to Condemn
the Revolt of the Banlieues

not only because they are the first to
suffer from it (!). Youth is the future. But
in which future can a disorientated youth
be an architect?» (4).

Narrowly focused on cars set ablaze
which the media described and of which
thepolice forceheld dailyaccounts, L.O.
does not seem to have realized that the
young people’s violence was initially
turned against the police force, then
against what represented for them estab-
lished authority and the privileged–the
rapacious little shopkeeper, at the same
school that they experienced as penal
servitude, etc.Letus recall that alreadyin
1968 the burning of cars had been used
by the authorities to line up the popula-
tion against the rioters.RealCommunists
do not have to align themselves with this
propaganda, rather they need to under-
stand the proletarian nature of these
events; they do not have to groan about
the threat of «Society in decay» that
these events would reveal, but to greet
the demonstration which the young peo-
ple of the suburbs made of their capacity
to revolt and struggle, beyond the inev-
itablyprimitiveandelementarycharacter
of this revolt.

This is obviously not the conclusion
of L.O. At the time of its congress in
December,vis-à-visamotionofitsminor-
ity which described the riots as a «rebel-
lion of a section of working class youth»
and who sustained that it was necessary
to defend these «young proletarians»
when they are brought to justice, the
leaders of L.O. answered that these were
«asocial rebels»...

This single expression which be-
speaks the entire «worker aristocrat» re-
formist disdain for the proletarians who
struggle without respect for common
practice and good manners (and who do
not write nor speak correctly!) should be
enough to show which side of the social
barricades that L.O. is on.

REVOLUTIONARIES IN WORDS

If we now turn to the groups who are
located to the left of Trotskyism and who
wrongly or otherwise assert themselves
to be of the Communist Left, we have a
spectacle which is hardly fills us with
enthusiasm.

«Il Programma Communista» writes
withreasonthat«Communistsmust force-
fully affirm that the rebels of the suburbs
areproletariansandnotsimply(…)immi-
grants or (…) members of such and such
national or religious ethnic group». «Il
P.C» does not of course step wrong in
pointing out the need for the revolution-
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tionship to labor, class and class struggle
(…) To the déclassé young people of the
suburbs when even death becomes a
game, they want to destroy everything,
and to destroy themselves first off. They
do not have anything to lose. But noth-
ing to gain either. On the contrary the
disciplined revolt of the working class
which will have to burst out, illuminated
bytheclassparty,whichwillknowwhere
to strike and what it is necessary to de-
stroy, has a whole world to conquer, and
knows that it has.»

In reading these nauseating tirades,
inspired by psychological literature,
which counterpose the future revolt of
the working class seen in a caricatured
way, with the current movements, it is
impossible not to think of the words of
Lenin, who knew a little about Marxism
and revolution. He wrote:

«To believe that the social revolution
is conceivable without revolutionary ex-
plosions of a part of the poor petit bour-
geois with all its prejudices, without
movements of the politically uncon-
scious proletarian and semi-proletarian
masses against the seigniorial, clerical,
monarchical, national, yoke etc., is to
repudiate the social revolution (…).
Whoever awaits a «pure» social revolu-
tion will never live long enough to see it.
He is only a revolutionary in words who
does notunderstand anythingabout what
revolutionis.»(Underlined byLenin) (6).

This irrevocablecondemnationof the
«Florentines» of Il Partito by Lenin, also
applies to the International Communist
Current, which we have kept for the end.

THESOCIAL-PACIFISM
OF THE ICC

According to the ICC, «the riots have
nothing to do with the struggle of the
working class». The ICC multiplied the
articles of condemnation against the
youth in revolt in terms very similar to
those of Lutte Ouvrière, with this slight
difference: theICC hasdone itsutmost to
explain how the bourgeoisie utilized the
riots against the workers. For the ICC it
was the riots and not the police repres-
sion (not a word for the youths bludg-
eoned, flogged, imprisoned, and con-
demned by the hundreds) which created
«the fear», a «climate of terror», in short,
«a real danger to the working class».
Nothing was missing in their articles and
leaflets which regurgitated the nauseat-
ing propaganda of the bourgeois media:
wounds inflictedonfiremen,«littlebroth-

ary party «to gather the energy and the
anger which emerge from the depths» of
society and to direct it towards the polit-
ical class struggle until the insurrection
and dictatorship of the proletariat; but
one can wonder about the significance
which it gives to this revolt when it says
to us that they took up again an analysis
written inan article thirtyyearsago about
a large power failure in New York which
witnessed looting and street fighting
burst out in the darkness. More especial-
ly as compared to this article explaining
that the big New York blackout had re-
vealed permanent social antagonisms
always ready to explode under capital-
ism, «Il P.C.» judged it advisable to add:
«abandoned to themselves, [these blaz-
es] are destined to pass without leaving
a trace (…) to ebb away in frustration or
worse by being channelled into the dead
ends of anarchistic rebellion (…) or of
ethnic or religious fundamentalism, two
negative outcomes devoid of anyrevolu-
tionary prospect». As long as the prole-
tariat does not have yet the force to form
itself into itsparty, all its strugglesrun the
risk of ebbing away in frustration or to
being channelled into this or that dead
end–astheygenerallyare.Doesthismean
that these fights are useless, that they
always area failurewhilewaitingfor«the
world revolutionary party»which Il P.C.
«exhorts» Communists «to reinforce, to
extend, to entrench» as if it already ex-
ists? By not understanding the dialectic
which exists between the spontaneous
struggles of the proletariat which at a
certain point lead to the resumptionof the
class struggle, and the reconstitution of
the revolutionary party, Il P.C. can only
fall into a moralizing exhorationism on
one side and into mistrust towards the
spontaneous proletarian revolts on the
other.

On the revolt of the suburbs, the
«International Bureau for the Revolu-
tionaryParty»(IBRP) which includes the
Italian group «Battaglia Communista»,
and its British bloc-partners the «Com-
munist Workers Organisation» (CWO)
and which publishes the review«Bilan et
Perspectives» in France, gave their posi-
tion in an official statement published on
its Internet site on November the 9th.

This standpoint was a condemnation
of the revolt; «these riots hold no pros-
pect for the working class. These youth
have only a weak and in every sense, a
very confused class instinct», with noth-
ing incommon withthe riots inArgentina
in2001or theforced lootingofsupermar-
kets by the proletarian victims of hurri-
cane Katrina (?). «The rioters in France

destroy the vehicles of their proletarian
neighbours, set on fire the same schools
attended by their brothers and sisters,
burn local supermarket etc. These riots
(…) hold no political class content…»
Initially it was added that «although be-
ing on a terrain of demands they showed,
a certain availability toward the fight of
the workers», then the next day the end
of this sentence was withdrawn!

The official statement finished in a
somewhat confused way by underlining
«even more strongly the real need for
revolutionaries to contribute to the recre-
ation of the conditions for struggle on the
level of immediate demands in order to
reach apolitical level. In short, theypoint
to the indispensable need for the revolu-
tionary party (…)».

Thereafter «Battaglia Communista»
adjusted its aim while affirming in its
theoreticalnewspaper«Prometeo»which
mentions a «revolt of young proletari-
ans» and not of «sub-proletarians»
(lumpen proletarians) as they do else-
where. But its final judgement on the
events is erected on a scaffolding which
attempts to reconcile their initial judg-
ment of the revolt with the recognition of
a proletarian nature«a proletarian riot, in
its sociological component, which was
expressed with the typical characteris-
tics of sub-proletarian revolts» (5). This
it reckons logical because since the var-
ious sectors of the proletariat are not able
to identify themselves as forming part of
the same class; the only solution is thus
to build the party.But the least which one
can say is that if this party is that of the
«IBRP», whichhas thegreatest difficulty
recognizing whether those who revolted
are proletarians or not, then the proletar-
iat will always be confused…

The group «Il Partito Comunista»,
born of a split of the party at the begin-
ning of the Seventies, does not help
solve theproblem; in theDecember issue
of its newspaper «Il Partito Comunista»,
it affirms without hesitating that the riot-
ers are «déclassés».

«(…) Theexcitement iswithout goal,
it does not proclaim objectives, other
than to vent an anger become hatred
against all the symbols of the State and
themarket (…)

Therevolt isnot yet inEuropea revolt
of the famished. It is a revolt of déclassés
[who are] a burden for their families, by
those cast out, from work, from school.
They reject a world which rejects them
and cannot not reject them. They are
deprived of affection, which in our lan-
guage means being and feeling useful,
needed and desired, with a precise rela- ( Continuedon page12 )
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Union Sacrée ...
(Continuedfrompage11 )

ers and sisters who will not be able to go
to their school any more», «the neigh-
bourhoodstorewhichwentup insmoke»,
etc. According to the ICC, this «com-
pletely absurd» violence had as its first
victims proletarians themselves «in the
flesh» (sic!). Criticizing our leaflet, the
ICC affirms «these riots are the result of
individual resentments and have no per-
spective other than destruction and self
destruction». There is no question for
them «of linking the fight of these young
people with the working class» because
the «destructive behaviour» of these
«stray young people» «weighs against
the working class» (7).

In its journal, theICC hadwritten that
in fact the bourgeoisie had not created
the riots, but that it used them against the
proletariat. Taking a step further in its
review, it now implies that the bourgeoi-
sie tries and succeeds in «involving»
certain young people in the path of the
riots (how long will be necessary to wait
before they declare that all this was actu-
ally a machiavellian bourgeois manoeu-
vre?)

«The bourgeoisie, the most intelli-
gent representatives of which are quite
conscious of the subjacent threat that
the proletariat constitutes, is thus partic-
ularly anxious to make publicity with the
social revolts and to minimize or ignore
when it can, movements and authentic
actions of the proletariat.

By identifying the violent chaos of
the social revolts with all the other ex-
pressions of social decay, the bourgeoi-
sie hopes to discredit any resistance to
its domination, including and in particu-
lar the proletariat class struggle.

By representing the social revolts as
the principal expression of the opposi-
tion to capitalist society, the bourgeoisie
hopes to persuade the members of the
working class, the youth in particular,
that these actions which are condemned
to failure are the only possible form of
struggle. And by showing in detail the
obvious limits and the unquestionable
failure of these revolts, the bourgeoisie
seeks to demoralize, extinguish and dis-
perse the threat which proletarian unity
represents, a unity which requires in par-
ticular solidarity between the younger
generation of the class with the older
generations.

This tactic with respect to the work-
ing class has had a certain amount of
success, in particular among the young

people and the long-term unemployed as
with the ethnic minorities within the pro-
letariat. Many elements of these sectors
were involved in the riots in France» (8).

Ten years ago, after the riots of Los
Angeles, inreplytoasimilarpolemicfrom
the ICC, we wrote:

«Obviously it would be completely
stupid to take the riots for what they are
not and cannot be: the expression of the
proletarian revolutionary movement,
quite simplybecause thismovementdoes
not exist yet at the present time. To claim
that the spontaneous angry outbursts
which is what these riots were is likely to
divert theworking classfromits trueanti-
capitalist class struggle is at best a bitter
joke today where it is still entirely en-
trenched in class collaboration, enslaved
by reformism to the fate of the capitalist
economy and under the influence of na-
tionalist,democratic, pacifistand legalist
illusions. All the importance of the riots
fromtheCommunistviewpoint,as symp-
toms and indications of the future, is that
they represent a breakdown of this class
collaboration, agashripped in these illu-
sions which paralyse the proletariat, a
breach in bourgeois domination and re-
formist influence. Of course, it is still a
very long way from the riots to the revo-
lution, from the spontaneous angry out-
burst to the class struggle directed by the
revolutionary Marxist party; but it is not
possible to arrive at this revolutionary
fight without strangling the social peace,
not to be shaken by these outbursts of
anger, without which the oppressed and
exploited, the workmen and the unem-
ployed, will not be able to undertake the
necessary violent clash with the estab-
lish order.

(…) Paraphrasing Lenin, we could
say that to believe the resumption of the
class struggle (because it is that which is
on the order of today, and not yet the
revolution) is conceivablewithout social
explosions putting the proletarian, semi-
proletarian, and even the petit bourgeois
masses into motion against the capitalist
order, is to repudiate this resumption of
the class struggle; but for the «revolu-
tionaries in words», which, just like the
bourgeois media, want to see in the riots
only «blind and barbarian violence», the
«lumpen proletariat», the gangs, the rac-
ism, in short the «inevitably reactionary
prejudices and fantasies» in the very
profound movement of masses,the most
important thing is to divert the working
class from participating in these riots: «it
is obvious that fractions of the working
class take part in these riots, and it is
exactly there that the danger resides, that

increasinglynumerousworkersareaban-
doning the class terrain (?) for looting
and blind violence (!), or for racial or
nationalist explosions (?), by thinking
that those are the response to the misery
of their situation» («RI» n°214).

If indeed the workers standing on
«the class terrain» were already «numer-
ous», to leave this terrain in order to loot
would be a regression and a step back-
ward in the anti-capitalist struggle. But
thesmallproblemconsistsprecisely,with
due respect to «the revolutionaries in
words» in that the workers and more
generally the proletarians, are only on
the class terrain in an infinitesimal
number, but are on the contrary very
«numerous» on the terrain of class col-
laboration, or, toonce againuseLenin’s
terms, that the «backward workers», i.e.
backward fromthe pointofviewofpolit-
ical and class consciousness, constitute
in our time the crushing majority of the
working class. The fact that a part of this
majority starts «to desert» this terrain,
moving away from class collaboration,
even if only temporarily, without being
aware of their actions, «without pros-
pect and project», is for Communists a
sign of great importance: the sign that a
step ahead towards the «class terrain»,
towards the resumption of the class
struggle is being achieved. This step is
in itselfstill insufficient (wenever said or
wrote that the riots constituted this class
terrain); other steps will be necessary to
arriveat theclass struggle, to arriveat the
«constitution of the proletariat into a
classand consequentlyinaparty»(Marx,
«the Manifesto…»).

And our article ended in a conclu-
sion, which we can completely take up
again today:

«As with the example of Marx and
Lenin, we do not whine about barbarism
in connection with the riots, we do not
see in «the process of decomposition of
the dominant class, of the old society in
its entirety»(«theManifesto…») a «dan-
ger of contamination» for the working
class, being likely «to exert a pressure
towards a dissolution and the decompo-
sition of the proletariat and, therefore, to
weaken or to even call into question its
capacity to carry out its historical task of
inversion of capitalism» («RI» n°213)–
this is already a capitulation before all
thosewhich affirmthat theworking class
is nota revolutionaryclass anymore. We
endeavour to analyze and evaluate the
significance of these events in order to
evaluate the methods and the rates of the
resumption of the proletarian struggle,
and we do not find there a cause of
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concern nor grounds for despair.
On the contrary, we see there the

weakening of the bonds which have par-
alyzed the working class for far too long
a time; we note that this creates the ma-
terial conditions of its decontamination
from the ideology, the praxis and tradi-
tions of the bourgeoisie as the capitalist
class encounters increasing difficulties
in making its order rule (…)

Anyrevolutionaryworthyofthename
must unconditionally side with the riot-
ers against the bourgeois State, as it must
at the time of each proletarian struggle.
That absolutely does not imply falling
into the tailingof themovement, whether
it is in the case of a riot or the case of a
class struggle, but requires on the con-
trary to be there to defend the revolution-
ary class positions, if necessary strug-
glingagainst thecurrentwhilewaitingfor
the opportunity to direct the movement,
as Lenin said.»

(«le prolétaire» , N° 479; November-
December2005/January-February2006)

THE STRUGGLES IN FRANCE

«elprogramacomunista»
N° 46, December 2005

Summary:

-Lo que distingue a nuestro partido
-Europa: lupanar burgués, galera role-

taria
-Criticà del C.C.I. : Introducción / La

Corriente Comunista Internacional: A
contracorriente del marxismo y de la
lucha de clase / La C.C.I. o la oposición
al poder revolucionario proletario / A
propósito de cronstadt. Violencia, te-
rror, dictadura, armas indispensables del
poder proletario / A prueba de luchas de
clases: el carácter anti-proletario de las
posiciones de la C.C.I. : (1) La C.C.I.
contra la organización de la clase obrera
(2) La C.C.I. contra las huelgas (3) A
propósito de Adelshoffen, Cellatex... La
C.C.I.: un ejemplo a no seguir / El
purismo como máscara de adaptación al
social-chauvinismo / Una polémica re-
veladora de la C.C.I. / La tara insupera-
ble de los prejuicios libertarios / La
C.C.I. o la fobia a la autoridad / «Revo-
lution Internationale» y sus amigos : (1)
La leyenda de una «Izquierda europea»
(2) La insondable profundidad del «mar-
xismo occidental»
-¡ El muro israelí, un negocio en oro

para los burgueses palestinos !
-¡Proletarios de Israel! ¡Proletarios

palestinenses!
-La matanza de proletarios continúa.

Luego de Kabul, Mazar i Sharif, Bag-
dad, Falluja, Tikrit, Mosul, Estambul,
Jerusalén, Jenin, Gaza, Grozny, Mos-
cú, New York, Madrid, ahora le toca a
Londres este 7 de Julio de 2005. ¡El
terrorismo de los grandes Estados impe-
rialistas nutre al terrorismo de los movi-
mientos confesionales del fundamenta-
lismo islámico!
-¡La cólera y la violencia proletarias de

los suburbios franceses anuncian las
futuras tempestades sociales!

Proletarian Anger and Violence
in theBanlieues Promise Future

Social Tempests!
The death of two youths fromClichy,

Ziad and Bouna, electrocuted after hav-
ing taken refuge in a power transformer -
– the umpteenth death for which the
policeforce isdirectlyresponsible–start-
ed anangryoutburstmuch like thatwhich
occurs every time; but in a few days the
rage of the young people without work,
wages, or future extended to all the coun-
try, to all the large or small cities and
towns whereproletarian dormitorycities
exist – true ghettos.

Young proletarians of the suburbs
reacted spontaneously by expressing a
violenceaccumulatedforyearsandwhich
they would no longer contain. After hav-
ing undergone daily violence from every
side – social, economic, administrative,
police, political and racial, today they
avenge and repay a part of this violence
bydestroyingall that falls intotheirhands.
All the right-thinking bourgeois, all the
democrats, all the petty bourgeois paci-
fists and admirers of order strike out
against the hooligans. The police force

mobilized on a large scale by the govern-
ment subjects the hot districts more and
more to a true occupation while the gov-
ernment reactivates a law on the State of
Emergency legislated in 1955against the
Algerian insurrectionists and repression
goes on full tilt; more than 2000 people
arrested, hundreds of convictions after
hasty trials, and Sarkozy announces that
the foreigners (i.e. young people who do
not have French nationality) taken in the
raidswillbeexpelled (arightist congress-
man even proposes, as at the time of
Pétain, to strip French nationality from
those who were naturalized).

It is a blind anger, a demonstration of
dissatisfaction and despair when faced
with the misery and the precariousness
which the young proletarians experi-
enced. It is an anger that terrifies the
society which calls itself civil because it
is uncontrollable, because it comes from
the depth and profundity of humiliations

( Continuedon page14 )

(1) Appeared on the trotskyist site
www.wsws.org

(2) cf the weekly magazine «Mari-
anne» n°477 of November 12: «For 10
days (...) every night the cars flamed in
front of the frontage [ of joint ownership
which is «a focal point for grievances»
for the young rioters, according to the
mayor ] and the owners lock arms to
protect their goods. «I am not target-
ted», defends Krivine: «it is an explo-
sion of exclusion». And he takes again
the account of his insane nights where,
in groups of up to to 60, they make their
rounds up until 2 am to ensure that the
«distress» does not attack their walls.
«This creates bonds», says Krivine; «the
networks of solidarity were reinforced».
Trotsky advanced the watchword of the
workers’ militia; do his degenerated dis-
ciplesadvance thatofanowners’militia?

(3)cfLOn°1944(4/11/2005)
(4)cfLOn°1945(7/11/2005)
(5) cf «Prometeo n° 12 (December

2005)
(6)cfLenin,Works,Volume22,p.383

(french edition).
(7) the quotations come from n° 363

and 364 of «International Revolution»
(8) cf «Revue International» n°124

(firstquarter 2006)
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Proletarian Anger and Violence in the Banlieues
Promise Future Social Tempests!
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took a surprising direction, in a certain
sense. Itwillbe necessaryfor themto find
those responsibles, leaders, terrorist or
other networks to charge with the re-
sponsibility for the riots. But faced with
this explosion of elemental violence, the
bourgeoisie calls on all the decent peo-
ple, all responsible organizations, for a
great peaceful union of democracy and
all citizens to insulate and neutralize the
bad elements, the rabble and other hoo-
ligans. The parties known as left respond
to this newly-crowned union of the de-
fenders of the established order, openly
supporting thecurfew(SocialistParty)or
criticizingto themaximumonlythe insuf-
ficiency of the social measures (‘smoke
and mirrors’) which accompany repres-
sion. All, like the trotskyist «Lutte
Ouvrière», deplore the reduction in man-
power of neighbourhood policing which
perhaps could have prevented the social
explosion!

THE REVOLT OF THE BANLIEUES
ANNOUNCES THE RESUMPTION

OF REVOLUTIONARY
PROLETARIAN STRUGGLE

Today these children of proletarians,
thesechildrenof immigrantworkers, can-
not count on a labor movement which
could employ their energy in the strug-
gles of the class to which they belong,
whether they are conscious of it or not.
There is notyet revolutionaryclassstrug-
gle to givea realprospect to their combat.
But the internal contradictions of a soci-
ety which accumulates enormous wealth
inthe fistsof arelative handfulof exploit-
ers at the same timeas it plunges the great
masses into an endlessly increasing mis-
ery and precariousness, work objective-
ly and inexorably towards the resump-
tion of the authentic class struggle.

The proletariat will inevitably be led
to launch open, violent and decisive con-
frontationswith thebourgeoisie:notonly
against daily exploitation in the work-
place, against the unbearable increase in
the rhythms and the intensity of work,
against the continuous exhaustion of the
energy of the workers before throwing
them onto the street, but also against
intimidations and repressions ofall types
(without speaking about the gigantic
swindle of electoral democracy), which
become more and more intolerable when

the economic and social situation de-
grades in an accelerated way. All this
contributes unceasingly to sharpen the
fundamentalantagonismbetweenexploit-
ers and exploited, between proletariat
and bourgeoisie, the two fundamental
classes of society.

The proletarians will have to under-
stand thatanyreformistorientations,pros-
pects for a national union between the
classes, the democratic acceptance of
the interests of capitalism (camouflaged
behind an alleged general unity of inter-
ests), can only mean the sacrifice of their
own interests, the weakening of their
capacity to defend themselves against
the increaseincompetitionbetweenwork-
ers. Any step towards interclassism, to-
wards class collaboration, defense of
bourgeois order and legality, towards
respect for thevaluesandtheprinciples
of the Republic is an additional blow
against all proletarians!

There is strength in unity, as the
proverb reminds us. But the union of all
the citizens, the union of the people, this
confused jumble of classes serves only
the bourgeoisie, in times of peace as in
times of war. The force to resist exploita-
tion and social oppression can only be in
the union of proletarians for the fight
against the bourgeoisie, its system and
its State. Then, the violence and angry
outbursts produced by unbearable liv-
ing conditions could be used to effec-
tively defend the immediate interests of
proletarians in reinforcing the revolu-
tionarystruggle incontributing to change
the relationship of forces between ex-
ploiters and exploited.

The future prospect lies in the clas-
sist reorganization of the great proletar-
ian masses, the resumption of the revolu-
tionary class struggle, the reconstitution
oftherevolutionaryparty,essentialbody
to direct the combat of all oppressed to
put this lamentable society out of its
misery.

Long Live the Revolt of the Young
ProletariansoftheSuburbsagainstMis-
ery,RacismandOppression!LongLive
theProspectfortheProletariattoFight
for Its Own Class Interests!Long Live
theResumptionoftheGeneralizedClass
Struggle, Replyingwith theSame Vio-
lencewhichtheBourgeoisiePermanent-
ly Uses Against Proletarians!

(Leaflet October11,2005)

accumulated during decades of discrim-
ination, of promises never kept, of the
constant degradation of living condi-
tions. It is the anger of those who are
French because they were born here and
even have the papers to prove so, but
who in reality do not enjoy the same
rights as whites because they are of im-
migrant origin or from the old French
colonies:averyrealdiscrimination,a true
situation of exclusion – even before the
current introduction of the legislation of
exclusion – organized voluntarily by
French capitalism against a part of the
proletariat which, in an economic and
social crisis explodes without warning
and pushes thousands of young people
onto the streets.

This revolt is not directed towards
precise political objectives, it does not
present clear social objectives common
to all proletarians. It is elemental, self-
sustaining and while being directed to-
wards destruction and conflagration, it
takesaimat the immediateadversary: the
police forces. It is inevitable that, in the
immediate future or mid-term, it may be
open to all recuperations, from the dem-
agogic political groups to the religious
forces or the organized delinquency.

The arrests and repression will do
nothing but increase a little more the
social fractures which exist in all capital-
ist society – between proletarians and
bourgeois, between proletarians and
petty-bourgeois – the profound depth
and the irremediable violent outbursts
which areconcealed duringnormal times
by all the artifices and all the ideologists
of social peace. The iron fist of Sarkozy
is the iron fist of the bourgeoisie, of a
class which intends to maintain its dom-
ination on all society and its systematic
exploitation of the proletariat. The out-
burst of repression and the recourse to
the state of emergency demonstrates in
fact the incapacity of the bourgeoisie to
prevent the eruption of social contradic-
tionsbypeacefulmeans. Initially, theyall
cryout for therestoration of order!.But
purses and pockets remain empty, daily
lifebecomes moreand moredifficult and
future prospects are completely blocked
off!

The bourgeoisie cannot allow itself
to lose control of the social situation.
This enduring revolt which lasts and
which extended through all the country
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No to the CPE !

For a Class Fightback against the Capitalist Attacks !
With the lying pretext of struggling

against unemployment, the government,
with itsFirstEmploymentContract (CPE
orContratPremièreEmbauche), isopenly
attacking young workers: they will be
legally handed over to employers’ arbi-
tration, even while the bosses, who could
fire thematanytimewithoutwarning,will
be freefromnational insurance contribu-
tions, i.e. of the “fringe benefits”, that
portion of the wage which is not paid to
the workerbutwhichis reallocated bythe
social institutions.

The CPE is as a matter of fact a deri-
vative of the New Employment Contract
(CNE or Contrat Nouvelle Embauche),
established last summer, which con-
cerns the engaging of workers irrespec-
tive of age by small firms. An official
report has just confirmed, as if this was
necessary, that the CNE did not help
reduce unemployment (the rates conti-
nue to rise despite all tampering with the
indices) but that it actually led to an
increase in the precariousness of those
who were engaged under this contract!
The bosses, through the voice of the
chairwoman of the Employers’Union,
make it no secret that their aim is to
increase the exploitation of the proleta-
rians by generalizing precariousness
and insecurity. After the attacks against
Social Security, pensions, and unem-
ployed workers, it is the former provi-
sions ofthe LaborCode, limitingsomeof
its excesses in order to preserve indus-
trial peace, which now seem to be intole-
rable concessions to the workers.

In the same way, the government
reinforcesonceagain thepressureagainst
immigrant workers and their families
not only by iniquitous laws, but by poin-
tingthemout implicitlyas troublemakers,
or even potentially terrorists, in short
subjecting them to escalating police ha-
rassments. This is not only a question of
diminishing the whole working class by
attacking one of its more vulnerable sec-
tions, but also of paralyzing it by stirring
up by any means the racism which divi-
des it.

The CPE and all these attacks are in
keeping with the general tendency of
capitalism to bend the workforce to its
least requirements, including in the big
and rich capitalist countries which domi-
nate the world, to break them and make
them mere labor power ready to do their
master’s bidding. The present economic

THE STRUGGLES IN FRANCE

difficulties of capitalism which show
themselves in increased competition in
theworldwidemarket andwhich result in
increasing clashes between States (in-
cluding inside Europe: see the rivalries
on the question of takeover bids between
Franceand Italy, Spainand Germany…),
and provoke inallcountries theattacksof
the capitalists against their workers in
order to maintain or to augment their
profits; in Germany, for instance, the dif-
ferentgovernments (fromthe leftor from
a union between the right and the left),
after attacking pension plans, now want
to impose the lengthening of the working
week without any increase in wages!

FOR A CLASS FIGHTBACK
AGAINST THE CAPITALIST

ATTACKS !

Facingthiscapitalistoffensivewhich,
piece by piece, but inexorably, attacks
the living and working conditions of
proletarians, there is no other way to
resist and to overcome than by real
struggle. It isnot byparliamentaryactivi-
ties, by stuffing paper rags into ballot-
boxes (what was the use of the “no” vote
at the referendum?), but only by the mo-
bilization, the open struggle and the stri-
ke that it is possible to make the govern-
ment and the bosses retreat. In order for
this to happen, we must not count on the
parliamentary left who, when they for-
med thegovernmentalso multiplied anti-
workermeasures,generalizedlowpaying
jobs and opened the doors wide to preca-
rity. But neither should this force us to
count any more on the union leaderships
which allowed the struggles over pen-
sions to fail or which aborted last year’s
mobilization of the workers, diverting it
into the deadlock of the referendum. En-
tirelyacquiescent to classcollaboration
andto thedefenceof thenationalcapita-
lism, they keep on producing the only
thing that they know and can produce:
the sabotage of the mobilization and the
struggle.To fixateon thebureaucracy, as
most of far left political groups do, in
order to push them into struggle, at best
amounts to allowingthemto stranglethe
movement.

The one and only solution is the
returntothe methodsandthemeansof
the class struggle, in breaking with all
the conciliating orientations with capita-
list interests; it is the union between the

workers of all categories, between the
young and the old, marginalized workers
and employeeswith astable job,menand
women,Frenchandimmigrantworkers; it
is the organization for the struggle on a
class basis, independent from the appa-
ratuses of the professionals of industrial
peace and collaboration between social
classes. The proletarians, who produce
all the wealth of society, have in their
hands the strength to repulse all the
bourgeois attacks, since they will join in
the struggle on their own class basis and
with their class organizations.

And then, they will also have the
strength, guided by their reconstituted
genuine class party, to overthrow this
infamous capitalist society in which an
impudent minorityof bourgeois growfat
whereas the enormous masses of huma-
nityknowonlyunemployment, exploita-
tion, misery and wars.

« le prolétaire»
N° 481 (July-September 2006)

Summary

•-Guerre au Liban: La lutte contre
l’impérialisme ne peut se mener que sur
des bases de classe !•-Encore et toujours,
soutien aux travailleurs sans papiers! •-
Sur le Fil du Temps. Fantômes carlyliens

•-Palestine, Liban: Sionisme assassin,
impérialisme fraçais complice !•-Non à
l’envoi de soldats français au Liban !•-
L’impérialisme français, un «ami» très
intéressé duliban•-Quelquesdonnées sur
le Liban •-Coup d’oeil sur le militarisme
français

N° 480 (May-June 2006)
Summary

•-Pour l’organisation indépendente de
classe. Les leçon des luttes du printemps-

•-Solidarité de classe avec les travailleurs
immigrés et le sans-papiers!--•-En 1936,
le Front Populaire au secours du capita-
lisme français-•-Pour la reprise générale
de la lutte de classe ! Pour la révolution
communiste internationale ! (tract 1 mai)-

•-Non au CPE! Riposte de classe aux at-
taques capitalistes !--•-Contre le CPE et
toute les attaques bourgeoises, une seule
solution: la lutte de classe anti-capitalis-
te!--•-Sur le Fil du Temps: Homicide des
Morts--•-Vague de grèves dans les Emi-
rats Arabes Unis--•-La grève des marins
d’Irish Ferries--•-A bas l’intervention mi-
litaire française au Tchad !
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Against the CPE and all Bourgeois Attacks, one Solution:

The Anti-capitalist Class Struggle!

THE STRUGGLES IN FRANCE

THETEXTSOFTHEICP#2
«PARTYANDCLASS»

Summary

--Theses on the Role of the Commu-
nist Party in the Proletarian Revolu-
tion (1920)
--Party and Class (1921)
--Party and Class Action (1921)
--Proletarian Dictatorship and Class
Party (1951)
(5 ; 3,5 £; N.A.:US$ 6; L.A.: US$ 3)

WORKERS, COMRADES!

Facing mobilizations, strikes, block-
ades anddemonstrations against theCPE
(FirstEmploymentContract), theauthor-
ities answered with brutal police repres-
sion, with the most shameful lies and the
most total scorn against the youth in
struggle: nothing astonishing because
theCEPand all the so-called “Equalityof
opportunities” laws consider them only
as fodder for exploitation who have just
one right: to suffer. If until now the gov-
ernmenthasbeendemonstratingso much
determination to not accept the abolition,
amendment or distortion of the CPE, it is
because beyond even this partial mea-
sure, its general political orientation is to
reinforceand to widen theattacks against
all the workers. Villepin has not con-
cealed that, as the MEDEF (Bosses’s
Union) wishes, the ensuing attacks will
turn against the CDI (indefinite duration
contracts) and against the different reg-
ulations of the Labor Code – timid limits
to theemployers’arbitrarypractices,pre-
viously conceded to maintain industrial
peace – that today the employers’ orga-
nization finds intolerably “rigid”. This is
the reason why the fat cats that he reunit-
ed in Matignon, encouraged him to not
yield so as not to risk compromising
these future “reforms”: this “flexibility”,
i.e. the most entire submission of the
workers to the requirements of capitalist
exploitationwhichmust becomethe rule!

The current attack against the youth
comes immediately after the repression
against the riots in the suburbs being a
continuation of police crimes, and which
goes hand-in-hand with a new toughen-
ing ofmeasuresagainst immigrant work-
ersand immigrantpeoplewithoutpapers.
It is in keeping with an offensive of the
bourgeoisie which has continued for
years under different forms, whoever the
government may be: they are the left
governments which have instituted the
low-paying jobs and annualize the work
time (withthe lawon the35 hours/week),
etc. This offensive is taking place in all
the countries – and more and more it
provokes combative reactions by the
proletariat. In Germany, the workers of
regional Public Offices have been strik-
ing for weeks against the increasing of
their work time without a rise in wages,

whereas the Christian social-democrat
government is preparing some measures
similar to theCPE(after that the laborand
green government has even passed a
series of anti-proletarian measures). It is
not a question of a wrong policy which is
due to the rightist government’s spiteful-
ness; it is the needs of capitalism which
dictate theirorientation to the leftor right
politicians – all are equally defenders of
a system based on exploitation and op-
pression. It is against capitalism and
against all its servants that we must fight!

WORKERS, COMRADES!

The university and high school stu-
dents who, in their hundreds of thou-
sands are struggling all over the country
against the CPE, have been demonstrat-
ing that it is possible to overcome pow-
erlessness and resignation, that it is pos-
sible to fight back against the capitalists
and their State: only the struggle pays!
But on one condition: that it is not a
question of mere semblance of struggle
and that it is not controlled by the profes-
sional saboteurs that the union leader-
ships or the left parties are, these fanatic
defenders of the bourgeois order who
destroyed all the movements that they
could lead. They are doing everything
that is possible to wreck the present
struggle – and above all to avoid its
generalization – with their safety-valve
ritual “inter-professional action days”:
absolutelycontraryto arealmobilization,
they are useful only in exhausting the
movement tomake itmore likelyto abort.

In order to resist, there is no other
choice than to take its struggles in hand,
than to organize for thestruggle indepen-
dently from all reformist and collabora-
tionist organizations, adopting genuine
methodsofstruggle: theunityofallwork-
ers, old or young, with a job, precarious
or jobless, French or foreigner, regard-
less of corporation, of firm, of sex or of
race; strikes potentially unlimited in ex-
tension and duration led by elected and
revocable strike committees, with occu-
pation, blockades, strike pickets, etc.,
seeking out and organizing active soli-
darity with other workers and extension
of the struggle. This return to the prole-
tarian class struggle is a vital necessity to
put a check on the bourgeois attacks. It

is also thecondition to go tomorrowfrom
the defence to the attack, i.e. to the strug-
gle for the internationalcommunist revo-
lution by which the workers of all coun-
tries, led by the worldwide communist
party, will overthrow forever the bloody
capitalist mode of production responsi-
ble for innumerable slaughters.

No to the CPE, to the CNE (New
Employment Contract) and to the «Equal
Chance» law! Against precariousness,
definitive employment for casual work-
ers; abolition of the CDD (definite time
contracts), fullwagesfor theunemployed!
Revaluationofall socialminimums!Reg-
ularizationfor immigrantpeoplewithout
papers!Abrogationofall the anti-worker
laws! Amnesty for all the demonstrators
and all the youth convicted after the riots
in the banlieues!

For the proletarian class struggle!
Fortheinternationalcommunistrevolu-
tion!

(Leaflet,March23,2006)
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Party and Class

The «Theses on the Role of the Com-
munist Party in the Proletarian Revolu-
tion» approved by the Second Congress
of the Communist International are gen-
uinely and deeply rooted in the Marxist
doctrine. These theses take the defini-
tion of the relations between party and
class as a starting point and establish that
the class party can include in its ranks
only a part of the class itself, never the
whole nor even perhaps the majority of
it. This obvious truth would have been
better emphasized if it had been pointed
out that one cannot even speak of a class
unless a minority of this class tending to
organize itself into a political party has
come into existence. What in fact is a
social class according to our critical
method ? Can we possibly recognize it
by the means of a purely objective exter-
nal acknowledgmentof thecommoneco-
nomic and social conditions of a great
number of individuals, and of their anal-
ogous positions in relationship to the
productive process ? That would not be
enough. Our method does not amount to
a mere description of the social structure
as it exists at a given moment, nor does it
merely draw an abstract line dividing all
the individuals composing society into
two groups, as is done in the scholastic
classifications of the naturalists. The
Marxist critique sees human society in
itsmovement, inits development in time;
it utilizes a fundamentally historical and
dialectical criterion, that is to say, it
studies the connection of events in their
reciprocal interaction. Instead of taking
a snapshot of society at a given moment
(like the old metaphysical method) and
then studying it in order to distinguish
the different categories into which the
individuals composing it must be classi-
fied, the dialectical method sees history
as a film unrolling its successive scenes;
the class must be looked for and distin-
guished in the striking features of this
movement. In using the first method we
would be the target of a thousand objec-
tions from pure statisticians and demog-
raphers (shortsightedpeople if there ever
were) who would reexamine our divi-
sions and remark that there are not two
classes, nor even three or four, but that
there can be ten, a hundred or even a
thousand classes separated by succes-
sive gradations and indefinable transi-
tion zones. With the second method,
though, we make use of quite different
criteria in order to distinguish that pro-
tagonist of historical tragedy, the class,
and in order to define its characteristics,

its actions and its objectives, which be-
come concretized into obviously uni-
form features among a multitude of
changing facts; meanwhile the poor pho-
tographer of statistics only records these
as a cold series of lifeless data. There-
fore, in order to state that a class exists
and acts at a given moment in history, it
will not be enough to know, for instance,
how many merchants there were in Paris
under Louis XIV, or the number of Eng-
lish landlords in the Eighteenth Century,
or the number of workers in the Belgian
manufacturing industry at the beginning
of the Nineteenth Century. Instead, we
will have to submit an entire historical
period to our logical investigations; we
will have to make out a social, and there-
fore political, movement which searches
for its way through the ups and downs,
the errors and successes, all the while
obviously adhering to the set of interests
of a strata of people who have been
placed in a particular situation by the
mode of production and by its develop-
ments. It is this method of analysis that
Frederick Engels used in one of his first
classical essays, where he drew the ex-
planation of a series of political move-
ments from the history of the English
working class, and thus demonstrated
the existence of a class struggle. This
dialectical concept of the class allows us
to overcome the statistician’spale objec-
tions. He does not have the right any
longer to view the opposed classes as
being clearly divided on the scene of
history as are the different choral groups
on a theatre scene. He cannot refute our
conclusions by arguing that in the con-
tact zone there are undefinable strata
through which an osmosis of individuals
takes place, because this fact does not
alter the historical physiognomy of the
classes facing one another.

• • •

Therefore the concept of class must
not suggest to us a static image, but
instead a dynamic one. When we detect
a social tendency, or a movement orient-
ed towards a given end, then we can
recognize the existence of a class in the
true sense of the word. But then the class
party exists in a material if not yet in a
formal way. A party lives when there is
the existence of a doctrine and a method
of action. A party is a school of political
thought and consequently an organiza-
tion of struggle. The first characteristic
is a fact of consciousness, the second is
a fact of will, or more precisely of a
striving towards a final end. Without
those two characteristics, we do not yet

have the definition of a class. As we
have alreadysaid, he who coldly records
facts may find affinities in the living
conditions of more or less large strata,
but no mark is engraved in history’s
development. It is only within the class
party that we can find these two charac-
teristicscondensed and concretized. The
class forms itself as certain conditions
and relationships brought about by the
consolidation of new systems of pro-
duction are developed - for instance the
establishment of big factories hiring and
training a large labor force; in the same
way, the interests of such a collectivity
gradually begin to materialize into a
more precise consciousness, which be-
gins to take shape in small groups of this
collectivity. When themass is thrust into
action, only these first groups can fore-
see a final end, and it is they who support
and lead the rest. When referring to the
modern proletarian class, we must con-
ceive of this process not in relationship
to a trade category but to the class as a
whole. It can then be realized how a
more precise consciousness of the iden-
tity of interests gradually makes its ap-
pearance; this consciousness, however,
results from such a complexity of expe-
riences and ideas, that it can be found
only in limited groups composed of ele-
ments selected from every category. In-
deed only an advanced minority can
have the clear vision of a collective
action which is directed towards general
ends that concern the whole class and
whichhas at its core the projectof chang-
ing the whole social regime. Those
groups, those minorities, are nothing
other than the party. When its formation
(which of course never proceeds wi-
thout arrests, crises and internal con-
flicts) has reached a certain stage, then
we may say that we have a class in
action. Although the party includes only
a part of the class, only it can give the
class its unity of action and movement,
for it amalgamates those elements, be-
yond the limits of categories and local-
ities, which are sensitive to the class and
represent it. This casts a light on the
meaning of this basic fact : the party is
only a part of the class. He who consid-
ers a static and abstract image of society,
and sees the class as a zone with a small
nucleus, the party, within it, might easily
be led to the following conclusion: since
the whole section of the class remaining
outside the party is almost always the
majority, it might have a greater weight
and a greater right. However if it is only

( Continued from page 1 )

( Continuedon page18 )
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Party and Class
(Continuedfrompage17 )

remembered that the individuals in that
great remaining mass have neither class
consciousness nor class will yet and live
for their own selfish ends, or for their
trade, their village, their nation, then it
will be realized that in order to secure
the action of the class as a whole in the
historical movement, it is necessary to
have an organ which inspires, unites and
heads it – in short whichofficers it; it will
then be realized that the party actually is
the nucleus without which there would
be no reason to consider the whole re-
maining mass as a mobilization of forc-
es. The class presupposes the party, be-
cause to exist and to act in history it must
possess a critical doctrine of history and
an aim to attain in it.

• • •

In the only true revolutionary con-
ception, the direction of class action is
delegated to the party. Doctrinal analy-
sis, together with a Dumber of historical
experiences, allow us to easily reduce to
petty bourgeois and antirevolutionary
ideologies, any tendency to deny the
necessity and the predominance of the
party’s function.

If this denial isbased ona democratic
point of view, it must be subjected to the
same criticism that Marxism uses to dis-
prove the favorite theorems of bour-
geois liberalism. It is sufficient to recall
that, if the consciousness of human be-
ings is the result, not the cause of the
characteristics of the surroundings in
which theyare compelled to live and act,
thennever asa rulewill theexploited, the
starved and the underfed be able to
convince themselves of the necessity of
overthrowing the well-fed satiated ex-
ploiter laden with every resource and
capacity.This canonly be the exception.
Bourgeoiselectoral democracyseeks the
consultation of the masses, for it knows
that the response of the majority will
always be favorable to the privileged
class and will readily delegate to that
class the right to govern and to perpet-
uate exploitation. It isnot the addition or
subtractionof thesmallminorityofbour-
geois voters that will alter the relation-
ship. The bourgeoisie governs with the
majority, not only of all the citizens, but
also of the workers taken alone. There-
fore if the party called on the whole
proletarian mass to judge the actions
and initiatives of which the party alone
has the responsibility, it would tie itself
to a verdict that would almost certainly
be favorable to the bourgeoisie. That

verdict would always be less enlight-
ened, less advanced, less revolutionary,
and above all less dictated by a con-
sciousness of the really collective inter-
est of the workers and of the final result
of the revolutionary struggle, than the
advice coming from the ranks of the
organized party alone. The concept of
the proletariat’s right to command its
own class action is only on abstraction
devoid of any Marxist sense. It conceals
a desire to lead the revolutionary party
to enlarge itselfby including less mature
strata, since as this progressively oc-
curs, the resulting decisions get nearer
and nearer to the bourgeoisand conserv-
ative conceptions. If we looked for evi-
dence not only through theoretical en-
quiry, but also in the experiences history
has given us, our harvest would be abun-
dant. Let us remember that it is a typical
bourgeois cliché to oppose the good
«common sense» of the masses to the
«evil» of a «minority of agitators», and
to pretend to be most favorably dis-
posed towards the exploiters interests.
The right-wing currents of the workers
movement, thesocial-democraticschool,
whosereactionarytenetshavebeenclear-
ly shown by history, constantly oppose
the masses to the party and pretend to be
able to find the will of the class by
consulting on a scale wider than the
limited bounds of the party. When they
cannot extend the party beyond all limits
of doctrine and discipline in action, they
try to establish that its main organs must
not be those appointed by a limited
number of militant members, but must
be those which have been appointed for
parliamentary duties by a larger body -
actually, parliamentary groups always
belong to the extreme right wing of the
parties from which they come.

The degeneration of the social-dem-
ocratic parties of the Second Interna-
tional and the fact that they apparently
became less revolutionary than the un-
organized masses, are due to the fact that
they gradually lost their specific party
character precisely through workerist
and « laborist » practices. That is, they
no longer acted as the vanguard preced-
ing the class but as its mechanical ex-
pression in an electoral and corporative
system, where equal importance and in-
fluence is given to the strata that are the
least conscious and the most dependent
on egotistical claims of the proletarian
class itself. As a reaction to this epidem-
ic, even before the war, there developed
a tendency, particularly in Italy, advo-
cating internal partydiscipline, rejecting
new recruits who were not yet welded to
our revolutionary doctrine, opposing the
autonomy of parliamentary groups and
local organs, and recommending that the

party should be purged of its false ele-
ments. This method has proved to be the
realantidote forreformism,andforms the
basis of the doctrine and practice of the
Third International, which puts primary
importance on the role of the party – that
is a centralized, disciplined party with a
clearorientation onthe problemsofprin-
ciples and tactics. The same Third Inter-
national judged that the «collapse of the
social democratic parties of the Second
International was by no means the col-
lapse of proletarian parties in general»
but, if we may say so, the failure of
organisms that had forgotten they were
parties because they had stopped being
parties.

• • •

There is also a different category of
objection to the communist concept of
the party’s role. These objections are
linked to another form of critical and
tactical reaction to the reformist dege-
neracy : they belong to the syndicalist
school, which sees the class in the eco-
nomic trade unions and pretends that
these are the organs capable of leading
the class in revolution. Following the
classical period of the French, Italian
and American syndicalism, these appa-
rently left-wing objections found new
formulations in tendencies which are on
the margins of the Third International.
These too can be easily reduced to semi-
bourgeois ideologies by a critique of
their principles aswell as by acknowled-
ging the historical results they led to.

These tendencies would like to reco-
gnize the class within an organization of
its own – certainly a characteristic and a
most important one – that is, the craft or
trade unions which arise before the po-
litical party, gather much larger masses
and therefore better correspond to the
whole of the working class. From an
abstractpoint ofview,however, thechoi-
ce of such a criterion reveals an uncons-
cious respect for that selfsame democra-
tic lie which the bourgeoisie relies on to
secure its power bythe means of inviting
the majorityof the people to choose their
government. In other theoretical view-
points, such a method meets with bour-
geois conceptions when it entrusts the
trade unions with the organization of the
new society and demands the autonomy
and decentralization of the productive
functions, just as reactionary econo-
mists do. But our present purpose is not
to drawoutacomplete criticalanalysisof
the syndicalist doctrines. It is sufficient
to remark, considering the result of his-
torical experience, that theextreme right
wing members of the proletarian move-
ment have always advocated the same
point of view, that is, the representation
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of the working class by trade unions;
indeed they know that by doing so, they
soften and diminish the movement’s
character, for the simple reasons that we
have alreadymentioned.Todaythebour-
geoisie itself shows a sympathy and an
inclination, which are by no means illo-
gical, towards the unionization of the
working class ; indeed the more intelli-
gent sections of the bourgeoisie would
readily accept a reform of the state and
representative apparatus in order to give
a larger place to the « apolitical » unions
and even to their claims to exercise
control over the system of production.
The bourgeoisie feels that, as long as the
proletariat’s action can be limited to the
immediate economic demands that are
raised trade by trade, it helps to safe-
guard the status-quo and to avoid the
formationoftheperilous«political»cons-
ciousness – that is, the only cons-
ciousness which is revolutionary for it
aims at the enemy’s vulnerable point,
the possession of power.

Past and present syndicalists, howe-
ver, have always been conscious of the
fact that most trade unions are control-
led by right wing elements and that the
dictatorship of the petty bourgeois lea-
ders over the masses is based on the
union bureaucracy even more than on
the electoral mechanism of the social-
democratic pseudo-parties. Therefore
the syndicalists, along with very nume-
rouselements who weremerelyacting by
reaction to the reformist practice, devo-
ted themselves to the study of newforms
of union organization and created new
unions independent from the traditional

ones. Such an expedientwas theoretical-
ly wrong for it did not go beyond the
fundamental criterion of the economic
organization : that is, the automatic ad-
mission of all those who are placed in
given conditions by the part they play in
production, without demanding special
political convictions or special pledges
of actions which may require even the
sacrifice of their lives. Moreover, in loo-
king for the « producer » it could not go
beyond the limits of the « trade », whe-
reas the class party, by considering the
« proletarian » in the vast range of his
conditions and activities, is alone able to
awaken the revolutionary spirit of the
class. Therefore, that remedy which was
wrong theoretically also proved ineffi-
cient in actuality. In spite of everything,
such recipes are constantly being sou-
ght for even today.A totallywrong inter-
pretation of Marxist determinism and a
limited conception of the part played by
facts of consciousness and will in the
formation, under the original influence
of economic factors, of the revolutiona-
ry forces, lead a great number of people
to look for a «mechanical» system of
organization that would almost automa-
tically organize the masses according to
each individual’s part in production; ac-
cording to these illusions, such a device
by itself would be enough to make the
mass ready to move towards revolution
withthemaximumrevolutionaryefficien-
cy.

Thus the illusorysolution reappears,
which consists of thinking that the eve-
ryday satisfaction of economical needs
can be reconciled with the final result of

The Abolition of Wage Labor Means
the Abolition of Production
for the Sake of Production

The Marxist critique of bourgeois
society is essentially the critique of wage
labor. The Marxist condemnation of cap-
italism is essentially the condemnation
of production for the sake of produc-
tion. Bourgeois prejudice and Stalinist
lies have corroded minds so severely
that these points are generally not un-
derstood. Consequently it is constantly
necessary for Marxists to bring atten-
tion to them and explain what they mean.

Capital does not consist in accu-
mulated labor serving living labor as a
means for new production. It consists
in living labor serving accumulated
labor as a means for maintaining and
multiplying the exchange value of the

the overthrow of the social system by
relying on an organizational form to sol-
ve the old antithesis between limited and
gradual conquests and the maximum re-
volutionary program. But – as was right-
ly said in one of the resolutions of the
majorityof theGermanCommunistParty
at a time when these questions (which
later provoked the secession of the
KAPD)wereparticularlyacuteinGerma-
ny – revolution is not a question of the
formoforganization.

Revolution requires an organization
of active and positive forces united by a
doctrineand a final aim. Important strata
and innumerable individualswill remain
outside this organization even though
they materially belong to the class in
whose interest the revolution will trium-
ph. But the class lives, struggles, pro-
gresses and wins thanks to the action of
the forces it has engendered from its
womb in the pains of history. The class
originates from an immediate homoge-
neity of economic conditions which ap-
pear to us as the primary motive force of
the tendency to destroy and go beyond
the present mode of production. But in
order to assume this great task, the class
must have its own thought, its own cri-
tical method, its own will bent on the
precise ends defined by research and
criticism, and its own organization of
struggle channelling and utilizing with
the utmost efficiency its collective ef-
forts and sacrifices. All this constitutes
the Party.

( «Rassegna Comunista» no 2, April
15, 1921. Issued in english in «Commu-
nist Program» N° 2, March 1976 )

( Continuedon page20 )

latter ... Thus capital presupposes wage
labor; wage labor presupposes capi-
tal. They reciprocally condition the ex-
istence of each other; they reciprocal-
ly bring forth each other (Wage Labor
and Capital).

In the historical as well as the logical
perspective, wage labor, in its general-
ized form, and production for the sake
of production are inseparably connect-
ed. Wage labor can only be generalized
if the majority of the population has no
means of production and, in general, no
property at its disposal. In these cir-
cumstances the vast majority of man-
kind is obliged to sell its life – more
precisely, its labor power – to an alien

force in exchange for money. This alien
force as everyone knows, is the social
class that owns the means of produc-
tion. Like all previous ruling classes in
history, this class endeavours to ap-
propriate the means to enjoy its exist-
ence without itself taking part in social
production, without submitting to the
obligation to work.

This would lead one to believe that
the object of capitalist production lies
in the satisfaction of the ruling class’
needs and that the lives of the vast
majority of mankind are subordinated to
this object. In reality things are not quite
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The Abolition of Wage Labor Means
the Abolition of Production for the Sake of Production

so simple. If it were exclusively a ques-
tion of supporting a handful of capital-
ists, then even if they had colossal ap-
petites it would not be necessary for
millions upon millions of humans to work
themselves to death daily in the mad
frenzy of production. The consumption
needs of the financial and industrial and
financial oligarchy as well as the state
bureaucracy are totally out of propor-
tion to the billions of hours of work
contributed annually by the wage earn-
ing population in all the advanced in-
dustrial countries. Everyone knows that
a business which paid its wage laborers
too much would run a greater risk than
if it only paid out an insufficient divi-
dend in the eyes of its shareholders.
Such a business would be shipwrecked,
bankrupt. And any state that did busi-
ness in the same way would go bank-
rupt, too. Only in the absence of the
prejudices of bourgeois political econ-
omy, and only in the light of the facts of
tangible reality, is it possible to under-
stand that capitalist economy, far from
corresponding to the personal needs of
the members of the bourgeoisie (much
less the needs of the wage laborers),
obeys the impersonal laws of capital
which force themselves even upon the
ruling class!

As we have been told ad nauseam,
these laws require the reduction of pro-
duction costs. This command rings out
from the factories, where the produc-
tive workers are employed, to all other
firms and all private and public adminis-
trations, and consequently to the entire
wage earning population. The dictator-
ship of the market provides the expla-
nation for the following paradoxical fact:
the more wealth mankind produces or
can produce, the more feverishly it must
work, the more strictly must it hold its
needs in check, the worse it lives in the
final analysis – if, contrary to the capi-
talists, we do not take live well to mean
buy more.

Then it has to be admitted that the
object of production is not social con-
sumption, but production itself! In
present day decadent capitalism even
the most insipid intellect is shocked by
this absurdity, and innumerable people
can be found who ask with real or
feigned naivety: Why economic growth?
This is gratifying to know because the
most commonplace reality forces mil-
lions of humans who have never read a
learned book called Capital by Karl
Marx to recognize a truth that has been

proclaimed for over a century: the stand-
point of capitalismis production for the
sake of production and not for the sat-
isfaction of the needs of society. This is
the case because capitalism produces
commodities, and not use values.

Under these circumstances, what is
the character of a social revolution that
transforms the whole basis of produc-
tion? It is this: the class which possess-
es no means of production or means of
existence and which is consequently
condemned to wage labor appropriates
everything it needs for the assurance of
its collective existence. The collective
appropriation of social products for the
satisfaction of collectively determined
needs means the abolition of values as
an objective quality possessed by these
products.

The standpoint of the class of wage
laborers cannot be the «reduction of
production costs», for in the last analy-
sis what capitalism refers to as produc-
tion costs is human life itself, which it
has reduced to a fairly wretched thing!
Simply formulated, the proletarian stand-
point lies in increasing production
costs! Therefore the class of wage labor-
ers should be preoccupied not with
working more intensively as the pro-
ductivity of labor increases, but just the
opposite, with utilizing increased pro-
ductivity to free itself from the ancient
yoke of labor. Anyone who isn’t a hyp-
ocritical born-again holy-roller, a blood
sucking bourgeois, or an opportunist
pimp can comprehend this easily.

As long as there existed alongside
capitalism a wide range of small com-
modity production whose effective so-
cial yield was exceedingly scanty and
which condemned the producers to a
purely private, isolated, and hence more
barbarous existence than the life of the
proletarians, this standpoint of the class
of wage laborers could not yet appear
as the interest of society as a whole. For
the same reason it could not yet become
a reality. But ever since capitalism pre-
vailed over more backward modes of
production the interest of society as a
whole has been identical with the inter-
est of the class of wage laborers. All
particular interests must be mercilessly
subordinated to this interest; the estab-
lishment of the dictatorship of the pro-
letariat presupposes the victory of this
interest. The capitalist norm of free en-
terprise will be suppressed completely,
both in the «democratic» West and in
the allegedly «socialist» East. In Russia
and China its operation has only been
restricted rather than eliminated (more-

over it is being extended again today
under the pressure of the market) as is
the case with a single factory of a large
enterprise vis-à-vis the head office or
with a state industry in the West (e.g..
the post office) vis-à-vis the state. «The
modern State, no matter what its form,
is essentially a capitalist machine, the
state of the capitalists, the ideal per-
sonification of the total national capi-
tal» (Socialism, Utopian and Scientif-
ic: our emphasis).

Whether the entrepreneur appears
as a private individual or the State, «free
enterprise» represents nothing other
than a particular interest. It acts as if it
were the centre of the universe. It lays
hold of as much means of production
and raw materials and employs as many
workers as its capital and its sales pros-
pects enable it to, without asking itself
if these means of production and this
labor power might not be more useful in
another field of activity. It produces as
many of its particular commodity as it
can dispose of on the market without
asking itself if other goods might not be
more useful for society. And it is even
prepared to go as far as to wage a «psy-
chological war» against the whole pop-
ulation in order to convince it that it has
a need for this particular commodity.

Both private management and state
management lead to the same result,
and the enterprise as the navel of the
world leads to such absurdities that it
becomes increasingly intolerable. The
principle that will be introduced with
the replacement of the dictatorship of
the bourgeoisie by the dictatorship of
the proletariat can only be the direct
determination of production by the
whole of society.
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This presupposes that the previ-
ous individual enterprises have been
fused together into a harmonious, co-
hesive whole, which is only possible if
the distribution of workers among dif-
ferent branches of production and
spheres of activity in general, today
transpiring as a result of economic
speculation and competition, is cen-
trally administered and proceeds from
the needs of society. Only in this way
will society avoid having too much
steel (and weapons!) and too little food;
too much transportation and too little
living space; or too many films, record-
ings, and books, and too few educa-
tional and health services. In place of
the anarchy of capitalist production,
communists «demand the strictest con-
trol, by society and the state, of the
quantity of labor and the quantity of
consumption; only this control must
start with the expropriation of the cap-
italists, with the control of the work-
ers over the capitalists, and must be
carried out, not by a state of bureau-
crats, but by a state of armed work-
ers» (State and Revolution: our em-
phasis).

It is peculiar that, on the one hand,
to the extent the capitalist yoke becomes
increasingly suffocating, the whole
world understands better and better the
necessity of a centrally planned econo-
my. But on the other hand – and the
action of opportunism is responsible for
this – very few people understand that
a harmonious, cohesive form of social
economy can only replace free enter-
prise when goods are no longer pro-
duced as commodities, that is, as values
that fetch a price in money, as exchange
values! Nevertheless, within a present-
day factory the different departments
do not «exchange» their products. The
assembly department, for example, re-
ceives its parts from another department
without having to buy them. Within the
factory the labor time expended on eve-
ry step is accurately calculated in order
to avoid small-scale waste, whereas on
the level of the whole society large-scale
waste is the rule! These quantities of
labor do not assume the form of values.
Only when the product is finished and
about to leave the factory does it ac-
quire a price in money.

Each product must compulsorily
«leave» the factory because the factory
boundaries are too narrow and because
on the broader frontier of social pro-
duction, considered on the scale of a
country, a continent, or even the whole
world, innumerable individual factories
move around like confused molecules.
When the narrow boundaries of the fac-
tory have been extended to embrace the

social production of a country, of a con-
tinent, and finally of the whole world –
in other words, when within the total
economy the factory occupies the place
of the present-day department within a
factory (this is the precise meaning of
socialization of the means of produc-
tion) – then it will no longer be neces-
sary for products to acquire a price. Fur-
thermore, this will be completely impos-
sible because value and price can only
arise on the boundary of the system.
They will disappear completely as soon
as this system includes the whole world.
Capitalist commodity production will
yield to the extent that the socialist rev-
olution gains ground. This does not
mean that capitalism will survive as long
as the revolution has not taken hold of
the whole world, but that it will disap-
pear only where the proletariat has al-
ready seized power. Still, in the words
of the Manifesto: «United action, of
the leading civilized countries at least,
is one of the first conditions for the
emancipation of the proletariat».

Now the abolition of commodity pro-
duction necessarily means the abolition
of wage labor itself. Wages are never
anything other than the price of a par-
ticular commodity: labor power. Besides
the market in general, wage labor pre-
supposes the labor market, that is, anar-
chy in the allocation of labor power. If
products no longer represent values,
and if the allocation of labor power is no
longer subject to the accidental laws of
the market, then it is also impossible to
consider labor power itself as an ex-
change value and to give it a market
price. The members of society, hence-
forth undertaking collectively social la-
bor, which meanwhile has been simpli-
fied enormously, will no longer be
«paid» for their real or alleged «servic-
es». The part of the social product des-
tined for consumption is available to
each individual as his share.

This is what is meant by the aboli-
tion of wage labor, which has always
been a synonym for communism, to Marx
and three or four generations of revolu-
tionaries. One need not be a great theo-
retician to understand that there is noth-
ing «utopian» or «impracticable» about
it. And finally, it expresses something
that all wage laborers who have not been
turned completely into vegetables by
opportunism already know in their
hearts: Men should work in order to
live, instead of living in order to work!

Our party is devoted to the cause
that will make this historical necessity a
reality, the COMMUNIST REVOLU-
TION !

(Communist Program, N° 6 - Sep-
tember 1980)

Registration number to the «commission
paritaire de presse»: 52926. Managing

Editor: Dessus. Printed on our press
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PROGRAMOFTHEINTERNATIONALCOMMUNISTPARTY

The International Communist Party is constituted on the basis of the following principles established
at Leghorn in 1921 on the foundation of the Communist Party of Italy (Section of the Communist
International):

1. In the present capitalist social regime there develops an
increasing contradiction between the productive forces and
the relations of production, giving rise to the antithesis of
interests and to the class struggle between the proletariat and
the ruling bourgeoisie.

2. The present day production relations are protected by
the power of the bourgeois State, that, whatever the form of
representative system and the use of the elective democracy,
constitutes the organ for the defence of the interests of the
capitalist class.

3. The proletariat can neither crush or modify the mecha-
nismofcapitalist production relations from which his exploi-
tation derives, without the violent destruction of the bour-
geois power.

4. The indispensable organ of the revolutionary struggle
of the proletariat is the class party. The Communist Party
consists of the most advanced and resolute part of the
proletariat, unites the efforts of the working masses transfor-
ming their struggles for group interests and contingent
issues into the general struggle for the revolutionary eman-
cipation of the proletariat. It is up to the Party to propagate
revolutionary theory among the masses, to organize the
material means of action, to lead the working class during its
struggle, securing the historical continuity and the interna-
tional unity of the movement.

5. After it has smashed the power of the capitalist State,
the proletariat must completely destroy the old State appara-
tus in order to organize itself as the dominant class and set
up its own dictatorship. It will denyall functions and political
rights to any individual of the bourgeois class as long as they
socially survive, founding the organs of the new regime
exclusively on the productive class. Such is the program that
the Communist Partysets itself and of which it is characteris-
tic. It is this party therefore which exclusively represents,
organizes and directs the proletarian dictatorship.

6. Only the force of the proletarian State will be able to
systematically put into effect the necessary measures for
intervening in the relations of the social economy, by means
of which the collective administration of production and
distribution will take the place of the capitalist system.

7. This transformation of the economy and consequently
of the whole social life will lead to the gradual elimination of
the necessity for the political State, which will progressively
give way to the rational administration of human activities.

* * *

Faced with the situation in the capitalist world and the
workers’ movement following the Second World War the
position of the Party is the following :

8. In the course of the first half of the twentieth century
the capitalist social system has been developing, in the
economic field, creating monopolistic trusts among the
employers, and trying to control and manage production and
exchange according to central plans with State management
ofwhole sectorsofproduction. In thepolitical field, there has
been an increase of the police and army potential of the State,

governments adopting a more totalitarian form. All these are
neither new sorts of social organisations as a transition from
capitalism to socialism, nor revivals of pre-bourgeois politi-
cal regimes.On thecontrary, theyare definite forms ofa more
and moredirect and exclusive managementof power’and the
State by the most developed forces of capital.

This course excludes the progressive, pacifist interpre-
tations of the evolution of the bourgeois regime, and con-
firms the prevision of the concentration and the antagonistic
array of class forces. So that the proletariat may confront its
enemies’ growing potential with strengthened revolutiona-
ry energy, it must repel the illusory revival of democratic
liberalism and constitutional guarantees. The « Party must
not even accept this as a means of agitation ; it must finish
historically once and for all with the practice of alliances,
even for transitory issues, with the middle class as well as the
pseudo-proletarian and reformist parties.

9. The imperialistic wars show that the crisis of disinte-
gration of capitalism is inevitable because it has entered the
phase when its expansion, instead of signifying a continual
increment of the productive forces, is conditioned by repea-
ted and ever-growing destruction. These wars have caused
repeated deep crises in the workers’ world organizations
because the dominant classes could impose on them military
and national solidarity with one or the other of the belli-
gerents. The opposing historical solution for which we fight,
is the awakening of the class struggle, leading to civil war,
the destruction of all international coalitions by the recons-
titution of the International Communist Party as an autono-
mous force independent of any existing political or military
power.

10. It is from its revolutionary nature and not its confor-
mity to any existing constitutional model that the proletarian
State draws its power for social reorganization.

The most complete historical example of such a State up
to the present is that of the Soviets (workers’ councils) which
were created during the October 1917 revolution, when the
working classarmed itselfunder the leadership ofthe Bolshe-
vik Party. The Constituent Assembly having been dissol-
ved, theybecame the exclusive organs of power repelling the
attacks by foreign bourgeois governments and stamping out
inside the country the rebellion of the vanquished classes
and of the middle class and opportunist sections which are
inevitable allies of the counter-revolution at the decisive
moment.

11. The integral realization of socialismwithin the limits
of one country is inconceivable and the socialist transforma-
tion cannot be carried out without failures and momentary
set-backs. The defence of the proletarian regime against the
ever present dangers of degeneration is possible only if the
proletarian State is always co-ordinated with the internatio-
nal struggle of the working class of each country against its
own bourgeoisie, its State and its army ; this struggle permits
of no respite even in wartime.

This co-ordination can only be secured if the world
communist party controls the politics and programme of the
States where the working class has seized power.


